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Characterization of Membrane Foulants in Full-scale and Labscale Membrane Bioreactors for Wastewater Treatment and Reuse
Gerald Kamil Matar
Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) offer promising solution for wastewater treatment and
reuse to address the problem of water scarcity. Nevertheless, this technology is still
facing challenges associated with membrane biofouling. This phenomenon has been
mainly investigated in lab-scale MBRs with little or no insight on biofouling in full-scale
MBR plants. Furthermore, the temporal dynamics of biofouling microbial communities
and their extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) are less studied.

Herein, a

multidisciplinary approach was adopted to address the above knowledge gaps in lab- and
full-scale MBRs. In the full-scale MBR study, 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing with
multivariate statistical analysis revealed that the early and mature biofilm communities
from five full-scale MBRs differed significantly from the source community (i.e.
activated sludge), and random immigration of species from the source community was
unlikely to shape the community structure of biofilms.

Also, a core biofouling

community was shared between the five MBR plants sampled despite differences in their
operating conditions. In the lab-scale MBR studies, temporal dynamics of microbial
communities and their EPS products were monitored on different hydrophobic and
hydrophilic membranes during 30 days. At the early stages of filtration (1 d), the same
early colonizers belonging to the class Betaproteobacteria were identified on all the

membranes.
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However, their relative abundance decreased on day 20 and 30, and

sequence reads belonging to the phylum Firmicutes and Chlorobi became dominant on
all the membranes on day 20 and 30. In addition, the intrinsic membrane characteristic
did not select any specific EPS fractions at the initial stages of filtration and the same
EPS foulants developed with time on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes. Our
results indicated that the membrane surface characteristics did not select for specific
biofouling communities or EPS foulants, and the same early colonizers were selected
from the source community (i.e. activated sludge), and then went through significant
changes to form a mature biofilm. Our findings from these studies could support future
research aimed at developing enhanced biological-based strategies to control biofouling
in MBRs.

Keywords: wastewater treatment; membrane bioreactor; membrane biofouling;
microbial communities; hydrophilicity; hydrophobicity.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. Fresh water demand
The worldwide demand for freshwater is continuously increasing due to the steady
growth of world’s population. Currently, millions of people still lack access to improved
water quality. In 2050, it is expected that 40% of the global population will be living in
severely water stressed areas [1]. To mitigate the effects of direct exploitation of
freshwater resources, membrane filtration systems offer promising solutions to deliver
clean water in regions that suffer from severe water scarcity (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Projected global water scarcity in 2025 (adapted from International Water
Management Institute).
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Membrane separation processes have acquired worldwide recognition for drinking
water production, wastewater treatment and water reuse. Pressure is applied upstream to
push water through a porous membrane surface selective rejection capacity to specifically
prevent physical or chemical constituents from passing through the membrane.
Membrane based processes can produce high quality water from contaminated water
resources, the purified water product as permeate and the concentrated waste being the
retentate. According to their pore size and rejection capacity, membranes are classified
into reverse osmosis (RO), nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration (UF) and microfiltration
(MF) membranes [2] (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2. Membrane separation processes, pore size, molecular wright cut-off
(MWCO) and examples of sizes of solutes and particles [5].
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Megacities located near the coast produce clean water through seawater desalination
to meet daily water demand. The application of desalination technologies becomes more
difficult in remote areas, increasing the importance of wastewater reuse as a mean for
freshwater preservation. Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) offer reasonable solutions for
wastewater treatment and water reuse, fulfilling the increasing demand for daily clean
water in these types of areas [3].
In addition, the wide range of fresh water utilization for domestic applications,
chemical industries, and food production create deteriorated water quality, resulting in
the production of various types of wastewater. According to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), appropriate treatment
processes should be considered to improve the wastewater quality and to match
international regulations before its final discharge in river systems [4]. These regulations
are achievable with the MBR technology.

1.2. Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs)
Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) combine suspended growth bioreactors with a membrane
filtration process to retain the biomass, in order to replace the sedimentation tank in
conventional activated sludge systems (CAS) [2]. MBRs are based on the conventional
wastewater treatment model founded on the aeration process of the wastewater to provide
oxygen that can remove carbon and nitrogen through oxidation processes (Figure 1.3).
While aeration in MBRs accounts for the largest fraction of the overall energy demand
(0.8 - 2 kWh/m3) [6], it remains essential to provide oxygen for bacterial metabolisms
and to reduce membrane fouling.
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Figure 1.3. Universal MBR system configuration [2].
Membrane bioreactors offer several advantages over the conventional activated
sludge processes, including: a) relatively smaller footprints by removing the
sedimentation tank [7], b) improved and consistent quality of the treated water through
the use of membrane modules [8], c) reduced sludge production only when operating the
MBRs at very long sludge retention times (SRTs) [8], and e) operating the system at high
mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentrations, which enhances the growth of
specific nitrifying bacteria responsible for ammonia removal [9].
Since its creation, the MBR technology has proved increasing merit, confirmed
through: i) continuous increases in MBR installations around the world, ii) enlargement
in the treatment plant size and capacity, and iii) continuous rise in research studies
conducted on different aspects of MBR technology [2] (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. Research trends in MBRs - number of publications in key subject areas
(Scopus 2010) [2].
MBRs gained confidence following new technological aspects that emerged, such as
i) shaping the membrane tanks into biotreatment processes that can increase the plant's
capacity and improve the product water quality, and ii) better understanding of the main
factors that drive the MBR market, such as their competence to provide better
governmental requirements for water quality and a relative decrease in membranes
operation costs [2].

1.3. Fouling in MBRs
Despite the numerous advantages of MBRs, membrane fouling remains one of the major
drawbacks of this technology and continues to be the most challenging problem.
Membrane fouling in MBRs is a direct result of physical, chemical and biological
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interactions between membrane surfaces and microbial communities along with their
metabolic products found in the mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS). While small
foulants (macromolecules and colloids) can adsorb into membrane pore walls and lead to
membrane pore blocking, large foulants (sludge flocs and particles) can build up directly
onto membrane surfaces and establish a thick cake layer [10] (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5. Progressive pore blockage leading to rapid TMP increase (adapted from LeClech et al. 2006) [11].
Conventionally, MBRs are operated either at constant transmembrane pressure (TMP)
mode, or at constant flux mode. When constant TMP mode is applied [11], a rapid flux
decline occurs at the initial stages of filtration, followed by a decrease in the volume of
the produced permeate [12]. A hypothetical three-phase-process-mechanism was
suggested to describe the formation of a cake layer on membrane surfaces in MBRs
during constant TMP mode operation [13]. Firstly, an initial phase comprised of
irreversible deposition of soluble microbial products (SMP) onto membrane surfaces,
followed by a second phase during which sludge particles accumulate on top of the initial
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SMP layer. The final phase occurs when the flux reaches steady state and stabilizes,
which increases the filtration resistance [13].
Typically, MBRs are operated using constant flux mode, where the convection of
foulant towards the membrane surface is maintained at a constant rate [2]. Consequently,
a sharp increase in TMP is observed [14], leading to higher energy consumption [15], and
an increase in the frequency of physical and chemical cleaning in the long term [11]. The
fouling mechanism of MBRs operated at constant flux is also characterized by three
major stages. During stage one, an initial conditioning-fouling layer composed mainly of
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) covers the membrane surface, following
physical and chemical interactions between the membrane surface and the mixed liquor
components. The initial fouling layer contributes to an increase in the membrane’s
irreversible resistance [16] and facilitates the attachment of biomass on the membrane.
The second stage is typically characterized by a slow and steady fouling behavior [11],
during which biomass particles and colloids attach more easily on the pre-established
fouling layer that leads to a progressive TMP increase [11]. The final stage is typically
characterized with a sudden TMP jump. Part of the membrane pores foul more than
others leading to a significant decrease in permeate flux within the clogged pores [11].
Detailed analysis of three stages fouling mechanism is presented in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6. Fouling mechanisms for MBR operated with a constant flux (adapted from
Zhang et al. 2006) [17].
There are two different fouling mechanisms in MBRs; reversible fouling that is
removable using chemical or physical cleaning approaches, and irreversible fouling that
cannot be removed at all [10] and leads to an unavoidable replacement of the membrane
modules [18]. In addition, fouling components in MBRs can result into three different
types of fouling; a) organic, b) inorganic, and c) biological fouling. Organic fouling leads
to the adsorption and accumulation of dissolved organic substances, especially
polysaccharides, proteins, and humics on membrane surfaces [19]. Inorganic fouling
causes the deposition and buildup of inorganic salts, especially CaSO4, CaCO3, SiO2 and
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BaSO4 [20]. Either organic or inorganic fouling can occur on the membrane surface or
inside the membrane pores. The accumulation of dissolved organic and inorganic matter
inside the membrane pores leads to internal pore blocking [21].

1.4. Biofouling in MBRs
Membrane biofouling, described previously as the “Achilles’ heel of membrane
processes” [22], is a direct result of bacterial attachment on membrane surfaces, along
with their rapid growth and fast metabolism that lead to biofilm formation [22]. Beside
the dramatic increase in TMP combined with the severe decrease in permeate flux,
biofouling might trigger enzymatic biodegradation of membrane surfaces, or even
membrane polymer hydrolysis through the production of high localized pH values [23].
In addition, among all three types of fouling in MBRs, biofouling remains the most
complicated to understand and very difficult to address. Microbial communities can
attach on membrane surfaces, and consequently grow and multiply exponentially, before
detaching to colonize new surfaces. Despite the relatively high number of research
studies conducted on biofouling in MBRs during the past decade (Figure 1.7), this
phenomenon remains very challenging. Due to the complexity of microbial communities
and their extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) in the mixed liquor, researchers and
engineers continue to deal with membrane biofouling as a “Black Box” [24].
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Figure 1.7. Research studies conducted on "MBR biofouling" between 1998-2014
(Scopus database on: September 2015).

1.4.1. Factors that affect biofouling in MBRs
Several operating parameters affect directly the rate of biofouling in MBRs, especially i)
the type of treated wastewater (i.e. domestic or industrial), ii) the imposed MBR
operating conditions (i.e. sludge retention time (SRT), hydraulic retention time (HRT)),
iii) the composition and structure of the microbial communities in the mixed liquor, and
iv) the membrane module design and specifications (i.e. configuration, pore size, surface
hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity) [11, 25, 26].
Considering the effect of SRT on biofouling rate in MBRs, several researchers have
reported contradictory results. While Ahmed et al. reported a decrease in the fouling rate
when the SRT increased [27], Han et al. indicated that the fouling rate increased with
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longer SRT [28]. In addition, Sweity et al. confirmed the positive influence of SRT on the
ratio of proteins to polysaccharides in the EPS matrix [29], but Rosenberger and Kraume
reported a decrease in the SMP concentrations with sludge age [30].
The type of treated wastewater and the composition of the microbial communities
affect directly the fouling rate in MBRs. For instance, feeding the biomass with real or
synthetic wastewater could affect significantly the protein fractions in the EPS, and
consequently increase the MBR fouling rate [31, 32]. On the other hand, SMP and
colloidal materials contribute to membrane pore blockage, and suspended solids increase
the cake layer resistance [33]. The concentration of the MLSS affects the biofouling rate
in MBRs, however inconsistent conclusions can be highlighted among different research
studies. While Chang et al. reported an increase in TMP along with a decrease in the
permeate flux when the MLSS concentration increased [34], Brookes et al. reported a
TMP decrease when the MLSS concentration decreased [35].
Membrane surface characteristics (i.e. pore size and density, surface roughness,
surface hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity), and the membrane module configuration (i.e.
hollow-fiber, flat-sheet, tubular) affect the biofouling tendencies in MBRs [2].
Membranes with narrow pores (10-3 µm) reject a broad variety of materials and produce a
cake layer that has higher resistance than membranes with larger pores (10-1 µm) [11],
and membrane surface roughness can cause different biofouling behavior. Considering
the membranes’ configuration, the most widely applied is the submerged model, while
sidestream configurations are installed for specific applications [2]. The packing density
of hollow fiber (HF) modules could increase the biofouling rate if the number of hollowfibers does not allow air bubbles to reach the middle fibers [36]. Finally, biofouling rate
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is expected to be more severe for hydrophobic membranes compared to hydrophilic ones,
due to the nature of interactions that occur between membrane surfaces and MLSS
components (i.e. solutes, microbial communities, EPS and SMP products). Recently,
hydrophobic membranes were demonstrated to have stronger interactions with the
foulants due to enhanced hydrophobic adhesion, which retained more effluent organic
matter (EOM) [37].

1.4.2. Sequential steps that develop membrane biofouling
Biofouling in MBRs is a mechanism that involves several sequential steps. Initially,
series of physical and chemical interactions between MLSS components and membrane
surfaces initiate this process. A conditioning layer that covers the membrane surface
allows the adsorption of organic and inorganic molecules. The conditioning layer can
form within only few minutes, and it is composed mainly of proteins [38],
polysaccharides [39], and humic substances [40]. Once developed, the conditioned
membrane renders bacterial attachment on membrane surfaces more favorable [41], and
the membrane surface characteristics become secondary [11]. In other words, the
membrane surface does not select anymore for specific fouling components. Then,
bacterial cells initiate hydrophilic, hydrophobic, electrostatic, and lectin-carbohydrate
interactions with the conditioning layer. This allows the recruitment and attachment of
early microorganisms [42, 43, 44]. Consequently, microbial metabolism and cells
proliferation begins. Microbial communities start producing their own EPS matrix, and
develop into micro-colonies to resist external threatening environmental factors [45, 46].
Finally, biofilms could detach from membrane surfaces and colonize different spots,
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possibly due to air scouring rate and shear stress. The four steps are summarized in
Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. Biofouling in submerged MBRs: 1) Development of conditioning film; 2)
Attachment of Pioneer microorganisms; 3) EPS production; 4) Development of
microcolonies; 5) Detachment. (Adapted from Vanysacker et al. 2014) [42].

1.5. Biofouling control strategies
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Microorganisms have the ability to modify and adjust their metabolisms and thus become
highly resistant to antibiotics treatment, which could contribute to developing biofilms. In
medical devices, bacterial communities responsible for biofilm formation are mainly
composed of gram-positive or gram-negative [73]. Several parameters affect the
development of biofilms on these medical devices, including a crucial step of bacterial
attachment especially if these medical devices were exposed for extended durations,
which renders the bacterial attachment irreversible [73]. The control of biofilm formation
on these medical devices should include promising sampling approaches and
measurements tools, a long with investigating the potential function of bacterial
communities with regards to antibiotic and drug resistance [73].
The control of biofilm formation on membrane surfaces has attracted a lot of attention
during the past decades; especially since the biofouling communities could lead to severe
deterioration in the performance of the membrane systems. Bacterial communities could
attach passively on membrane surfaces without the effect of permeate drag force, or
actively due to the imposed permeate flux that will push more nutrients and
microorganisms towards the membrane surface. In both scenarios, the initial bacterial
attachment on membrane surfaces will eventually lead to the development of mature
biofilms that will affect the performance of the membrane systems.
Several biofouling control strategies have been proposed in the literature besides
physical and chemical cleaning, including but not limited to i) membrane surface
modification to enhance its antifouling potential propensity, ii) operating the MBR
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system sub-critical flux values and iii) chemical dosages in the mixed liquor to increase
the flocs sizes.

1.5.1. Membrane surface modification
Membrane surface modification as an enhanced biofouling control strategy has gained
merit during the past decades in membrane filtration systems. For instance,
polypropylene (PP) membranes embedded within acrylic acid groups demonstrated
enhanced filtration behavior when tested in MBRs [47], and membranes coated with
fullerenes C60 diminished bacterial attachment and reduced membrane biofouling [48].
Likewise, silver nanoparticles (nAg) grafter on membrane surfaces exhibited reduced
bacterial attachment on membrane surfaces [49, 50]. Increasing the surface hydrophilicity
can potentially reduce the attachment of foulants through strong adsorption of a water
layer on the membrane surface and creates a buffer zone. This could reduce the adhesion
of microorganisms and fouling components [51]. The significance of membrane surface
modification to reduce fouling might be decisive during early stages of filtration,
however it is expected to lose its effectiveness following extended filtration periods.

1.5.2. Critical flux concept
Operating the MBR below critical flux (sub-critical flux) values can reduce or delay
membrane fouling. The sub-critical flux is the value below which the convection and
diffusion of foulants towards the membrane surface are minor, and thus contribute to a
reduced fouling rate of an acceptable level [28]. While this concept remains theoretically
possible, several researchers have tested various membrane filtration systems at the subcritical flux values, and reported that membrane fouling occurred even at low flux
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conditions [31,52]. When operation the system at sub-critical conditions, macromolecules
adsorb slowly on the membrane surface followed by a faster fouling step, which
contributes to pore clogging due to accumulation of macromolecules on the membrane
surface [11].

1.5.3. Chemical dosage to increase flocs size
The addition of coagulants and powdered activated carbon (PAC) to wastewater has been
suggested to reduce membrane fouling in MBRs. Coagulants such as ferric chloride
(FeCl3) and aluminum sulfate (Al2(SO4)3) can adsorb dissolved organic matter (DOM)
and SMPs from the mixed liquor. This can reduce their availability in the mixed liquor
and prevent their accumulation on membrane surfaces [53]. Ferric chloride can help with
generating large flocs in the MLSS and reduce their impact on MBR biofouling [11] .
Aluminum sulfate can aggregate small particles and SMPs to form larger flocs and to
reduce membrane biofouling [53]. Similarly, several researchers reported that powdered
activated carbon (PAC) enhances the development of robust sludge flocs when PAC is
dosed directly to the MLSS tank. This could reduce the release of foulants and decrease
the membrane biofouling in MBR [54, 55]. In a different study, sludge enriched with
PAC resisted high salinity and prohibited the release of foulants from the sludge flocs and
exhibited lower fouling tendency [56]. The common biofouling control strategies in
MBRs are summarized in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1. Summary of common biofouling control strategies in MBRs
Control strategy

Key Findings

References

Membrane surface
modification

Membranes with higher hydrophilic surface
properties reduced partial membrane
biofouling

[47]

Ceramic membranes coated with fullerene C60 [48]
prevented bacterial adhesion

Physical control

Chemical dosage to
increase flocs size

Biological control

nAg embedded on the membrane reduced
bacterial attachment

[49, 50]

High aeration ratio in the membrane tank
increased membrane flux

[57]

Periodical backwashing doubled the
membrane flux

[58]

PAC added to the MLSS tank reduced soluble
EPS concentration and decrease membrane
fouling rate

[55, 54]

Coagulation/flocculation increased flocs size
and reduced MBR fouling rate

[53, 59]

Quorum Quenching bacteria encapsulated
vessels delayed reaching a high TMP

[60]

Enzymatic disruption allowed 45 hours of
operation at 15 L/m2.h before reaching
maximum TMP

[61]

Despite intensive effort focused on determining sustainable approaches to prevent and
control biofouling in MBRs, a comprehensive and effective control strategy is still yet to
be discovered [11].

1.6. Knowledge Gaps
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Despite continuous expansion in research studies that focus on biofouling in MBRs
(Figure 1.7), essential information is still missing that could help building a complete
picture to better understand the biofouling phenomenon.


The majority of the studies that characterized the biofouling microbial communities
were conducted in lab-scale MBR systems, with few studies that focused on pilotscale MBRs [21, 62], and none on real-scale MBRs. In addition, the microbial
ecology of microorganisms responsible for biofouling has not been thoroughly
tackled. While few studies characterized the community structure of early colonizers
[63, 43], the majority of microbial studies focused on mature biofilms in MBRs [21,
12, 64].



Several researchers have modified membrane surfaces by adding silver nanoparticles
[50] or increasing the membrane’s hydrophilicity [47] to mitigate biofouling.
However, the fouling propensities of these membranes were evaluated with model
microorganisms or commercial foulants using flow-cell systems, which does not
reflect the real biofouling mechanism in MBRs.



Few studies have compared the biofouling behavior of different polymeric
membranes. Recently, one study looked at species diversity of biofouling
communities on three different membranes during 24 h of filtration [42], and another
study compared the passive bacterial adsorption (without filtration) on three different
polymeric membranes during a 15 d test [65]. However, a clear conclusion on the
capability of membrane surfaces to select specific biofouling communities according
to the membrane polymeric material could not be identified.
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Studies that monitor the temporal dynamics of biofouling microbial communities and
their corresponding EPS products in MBRs using different polymeric membranes are
still lacking. To the best of our knowledge, only one study monitored during 15 d the
changes in biofouling communities and their EPS products using only one membrane
type [64].



Recently, numerous studies correlated the structure and composition of membrane
biofouling communities with different MBR operating conditions. For instance, labscale MBRs operated under three different SRTs of 3, 5 and 10 d revealed an increase
in microbial diversity when the SRT increased [66]. Also, the imposed permeate flux
affected the composition of microbial communities. Different biofouling microbial
communities developed on membrane surfaces at high flux of 30 L/m2.h compared
with flux of 15 L/m2.h [67]. Furthermore, variations in the aeration intensities
resulted in differences in the relative abundances of microbial communities in two
lab-scale MBRs [71]. Nevertheless, the effect of different membrane surface
chemistry on the community structure of membrane biofouling has not been
addressed.



Several researchers have used conventional molecular techniques to characterize the
structure and composition of microbial communities responsible for membrane
biofouling; including terminal length fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) [63],
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) [66], 16S rRNA clone libraries, and
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [21]. However, these conventional
molecular techniques target only the dominant species and fail to characterize the rare
species that might contribute greatly to MBR biofouling. Next-generation high-
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throughput sequencing allows deep characterization of the rare and the dominant
microbial communities by generating hundreds of thousands of short sequencing
reads. Pyrosequencing has been intensively applied to characterize the community
structure of the mixed liquor from different full-scale wastewater treatment plants
[68, 69, 70] and lab-scale MBRs operated under different conditions [14, 65, 71].

1.7. Objectives
In order to better understand the membrane biofouling phenomenon in MBRs, it is
important to deeply investigate the microbial ecology of bacterial communities
responsible for membrane biofouling and to intensively characterize their corresponding
EPS products. Therefore, the application of state-of-the-art 454-pyrosequencing, different
chemical analytical tools and microscopic techniques, could help achieving a muchimproved picture of membrane biofouling in MBRs [72]. The aforementioned knowledge
gaps were essential to the objectives if this PhD dissertation, which were necessary to
address fundamental research questions. In addition, understanding the different steps
involved in biofilm formation on membrane surfaces, which lead afterwards to membrane
biofouling in MBRs. The accomplishment of these objectives could be help
environmental engineers for the development of future approaches that target biofouling
control strategies in MBRs.
Therefore, the objectives of this PhD dissertation can be summarized in the
following key points:
1. Characterizing the community structure of early colonizers (5 hr) and mature biofilms
that developed on membrane surfaces in several full-scale MBR plants equipped with
the same membrane type while treating different domestic wastewaters.
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2. Investigating the effect of different hydrophobic and hydrophilic hollow-fiber
membranes in selecting specific biofouling microbial communities during early
stages of membrane filtration (1d) and how these communities evolve to develop a
mature biofilms (30 d) in a lab-scale MBR fed with the same synthetic wastewater.
3. Studying the microbial community structure and composition that attached to
different membrane surfaces under passive adsorption (without flux) and active
filtration modes (10 L/m2.h flux).
4. Assessing the impact of membrane surface chemistry (hydrophilicity or
hydrophobicity) on initial membrane biofouling and EPS composition, and
consequently examining their temporal dynamics in long-term experiments under low
flux (10 L/m2.h flux) and passive adsorption modes (without flux) in a lab-scale
MBR.

1.8. Thesis roadmap
This thesis contains 5 chapters, some of which are submitted as scientific research articles
to peer reviewed journals and published as conference proceedings in international
conferences.
Chapter 2 presents the outcome of collaborative work between King Abdullah
University of Science and Technology and Missouri University of Science and
Technology. High-throughput 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing combined with
multivariate statistical analysis was applied to characterize the biofilm (early and mature)
and activated sludge bacterial communities in five full-scale MBRs treatment plants.
These plants were located in the region of Seattle (Washington, USA) and equipped with
the same type of membrane while treating domestic wastewater. This work is submitted
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to Applied Microbiology and Biotechnology, authored by Gerald K. Matar, Samik
Bagchi, Kai Zhang, Daniel B. Oerther and Pascal E. Saikaly and entitled “454Pyrosequencing Reveals Biodiversity of Sessile and Planktonic Bacterial Community in
Five Full-scale Membrane Bioreactors”. I performed the DNA extraction and optimized
the PCR protocols. I contributed to the discussion of the results during the statistical
analysis, I wrote the first draft and P. E. Saikaly corrected the manuscript.
Chapter 3 is the result of collaboration between Professor Pascal Saikaly and
Professor Suzana Nunes and focuses on characterizing the structure and composition of
early colonizers that attach on different membrane surfaces and to to assess the temporal
changes in the biofouling microbial communities on the different membranes. 16S rRNA
gene pyrosequencing and multivariate statistical analysis were applied to characterize the
succession of biofouling microbial communities following 1, 10, 20 and 30 d of filtration
in a lab-scale MBR operated with five different hollow-fiber membranes. This work is
authored by Gerald Matar, Samik Bagchi, Husnul Maab, Wen-Tso Liu, Suzana Nunes,
Johannes Vrouwenvelder, Pascal Saikaly and it is entitled “Microbial Succession and
Mature Biofilm Formation on Different Membrane Surfaces Operated Under Low Flux
Conditions in a Lab-scale Membrane Bioreactor” and it is currently under preparation for
submission to a peer-reviewed journal. Prof. Suzana Nunes provided the membranes,
which I tested during 30 days. I designed and constructed the lab-scale MBR and the
membrane cassette. I designed the experiment and conducted all experimental work,
including sample collection and DNA extraction, and I contributed to the statistical
analysis. I prepared the first draft and P. E. Saikaly corrected it.
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Chapter 4 focuses on studying the temporal changes in EPS products that accumulate
on four hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes in a lab-scale MBR during 30 d of
filtration to assess their impact on MBR fouling at the early (1 d) and longer (30 d) stages
of filtration. Several analytical tools, including conventional colorimetric tests, LC-OCD,
FEEM, FTIR and CLSM were used to intensively characterize the EPS products that
develop on membrane surfaces. This work is submitted to Water Research, authored by
Gerald Matar, Graciela Gonzalez-Gil, Husnul Maab, Suzana Nunes, Pierre Le-Clech,
Johannes Vrouwenvelder, Pascal Saikaly and it is entitled “Temporal Changes in
Extracellular Polymeric Substances on Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Membrane
Surfaces in a Submerged Membrane Bioreactor”. Prof. Suzana provided the hollow-fiber
membranes. I designed the experiment and conducted all the experimental work using the
same lab-scale MBR from chapter 3, and I performed all the chemical analysis and
microscopic imaging to deeply characterize the EPS products. I prepared the manuscript
and all co-authors corrected and provided strong comments.
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions of the three studies, and provides potential
implications and key aspects to consider in future studies that focus on MBR biofouling,
to reduce its occurrence in full-scale MBRs and to minimize its drawbacks on the overall
systems’ performance.
The thesis is structured as a paper dissertation, and it consists of a number of
scientific articles, except for the introduction chapter. Therefore, some repetitions in
individual chapters were necessary, and small adaptations were made to improve the
content of the chapters.
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Membrane biofouling remains poorly understood in full-scale membrane bioreactor
(MBR). Studies that characterized the microbial communities responsible for membrane
biofouling in lab-scale MBRs are numerous, yet similar studies on full-scale MBRs are
still lacking. Five full-scale MBR plants were selected from the same geographic location
and treated predominately municipal wastewater. The five MR plants were equipped with
the same type of membrane (KUBOTA flat-sheet microfiltration membranes) that were
operated under the same flux and air-scouring rate. Membrane biofilm (early and mature)
and activated sludge samples were collected during December, and high-throughput 16S
rRNA gene pyrosequencing combined with multivariate statistical analysis was applied to
thoroughly characterize the community structure and composition of membrane biofilms
(early and mature) and activated sludge. Our results revealed that community structures
of early and mature membrane biofilms were distinct from the communities in the
activated sludge. High number of unique OTUs that corresponded to the rare resulted into
differences in the microbial communities between the five MBR plants. Consequently,
microbial communities from the activated sludge, early and mature biofilms clustered
together according to the MBR treatment plant. Furthermore, the structure of the
activated sludge and biofilm communities differed among the five MBRs suggesting that
the source communities (i.e. AS) and local environmental and operational conditions on
the membrane surface selected specifically microorganisms from AS to form membrane
biofilms.
Keywords Biofouling. Membrane bioreactor. Early colonizers. Mature biofilm. 16S
rRNA gene pyrosequencing

2.1. Introduction
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Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) offer several advantages over conventional wastewater
treatment technologies (e.g. conventional activated sludge process), such as producing
less sludge and providing high quality permeate without encountering a large footprint [1,
2]. Despite these advantages, membrane fouling, particularly biofouling (i.e. biofilm
formation), remains a major hindrance to the wide spread of MBRs. Membrane
biofouling causes a drop in the performance of the system, including flux decline or
increase in trans-membrane pressure (TMP) depending on the mode of operation, thus
resulting in higher energy consumption [1, 3, 4]. As a result, frequent membrane cleaning
is required, and in the case of irreversible fouling, membrane replacement is required.
Several control strategies have been suggested to mitigate biofouling in MBRs
including physical cleaning (e.g. back-washing, back-pulsing, air sparging), chemical
cleaning (e.g. acids, bases, oxidants, chelating agents, polymeric coagulants, surfactants),
membrane modification (e.g. charge, hydrophobicity, roughness), and biological-based
antifouling strategies (e.g. quorum quenching, enzymatic disruption, energy uncoupling)
[5]. However, these strategies often fail to adequately control biofouling. Finding more
efficient strategies to control biofouling in MBRs requires a more fundamental
understanding of biofilm formation.
Several sequential steps are generally considered to be involved in the progression of
biofilm formation on surfaces, including: i) formation of a conditioning film followed by
a series of recruitment processes, ii) attachment of pioneer colonizers, iii) growth of
pioneer colonizers, which change the surface characteristics enabling the recruitment of
new organisms resulting in early biofilm formation, and iv) subsequent development of
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mature biofilms [6, 7, 8]. This sequence of events in the colonization of surfaces is well
understood for human dental plaque and other solid surfaces [6, 9, 10, 11], and it has
been observed in the colonization of reverse osmosis (RO) membrane and spacer surfaces
[8]. However, this detailed level of understanding on biofilm formation on membrane
surfaces in MBRs is less studied. In addition, only few microbiological studies have been
conducted on MBRs to better understand and characterize the microbial community
underlying the biofouling process. While most studies have characterized the microbial
communities in mature biofilms [1, 4, 12, 13, 14], some researchers claim that
characterizing the early colonizers on membrane surfaces might help develop better
control strategies; yet, few studies have addressed these early colonizers [7, 15, 16, 17].
However, studies characterizing the microbial community of both early colonizers and
mature biofilm in MBRs are lacking. Moreover, the majority of existing microbiological
studies have focused on lab-scale MBRs [4, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] with very few on
pilot-scale MBRs [1, 12]. A common outcome of the aforementioned MBR studies was
that the biofilm microbial community was distinct from the suspended community.
However, we still have no clear understanding of what shapes the biofilm community in
MBRs.
The biofouling community composition in MBRs has been mainly investigated using
conventional molecular biology techniques such as terminal restriction fragment length
polymorphism (T-RFLP) of PCR-amplified 16S rRNA genes [17], denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (DGGE) of 16S rRNA gene fragments [4, 12], clone library analysis
of 16S rRNA genes [1, 4, 7, 12, 15, 17], and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [1,
13]. These conventional molecular biology tools can only capture a mere snapshot of
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dominant members, with little information on rare taxa [19]. On the other hand, highthroughput sequencing technologies provide enough sequencing depth to cover the
complexity of bacterial community comprising both dominant and rare taxa [20, 21].
Only very few studies [14, 16] applied high-throughput sequencing to characterize the
biofouling communities in MBRs.
In this study we applied high-throughput 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing combined
with multivariate statistical analysis to characterize the biofilm (early and mature) and
activated sludge bacterial communities in five full-scale MBRs equipped with the same
type of membrane and treating domestic wastewater. This study is motivated by several
questions: i) Is there a core microbial community responsible for membrane biofouling in
the different full-scale MBRs? ii) Does the activated sludge community vary with
location and how does this variation affect the biofouling community (early and mature)?
iii) Is the assembly of biofilm community (early and mature) in MBRs the result of
random immigration of species from the suspended community or the result of specific
selection of certain species due to the local environmental conditions? To the best of the
author’s knowledge this is the first study characterizing the early and mature biofouling
communities in full-scale MBRs from different locations and operated under different
conditions.

2.2. Materials and methods
2.2.1. Full-scale MBRs and sample collection
Fifteen full-scale MBR treatment plants were identified in the region of Seattle
(Washington, U.S.A.) and due to technical reasons only five MBR plants were selected to
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conduct this study. The five MBR plants (referred to herein as MBR 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)
were equipped with KUBOTA flat-sheet microfiltration (MF) membranes (KUBOTA
Membranes, USA) and treated predominantly municipal wastewater. Details of influent
wastewater characteristics and operational parameters of the five MBR plants are listed in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Characteristics of the 5 full-scale MBR plants.
Environmental and operational variablesa
MBR
plant
MBR 1
MBR 2
MBR 3
MBR 4
MBR 5

Influent
Influent NH3
BOD (mg/L)
(mg/L)
250
200
400
700
300

36
28
86
57
22

Influent
TKN
(mg/L)
50
35.5
120
80
31

Influent TP
(mg/L)

SRT
(days)

HRT
(hours)

0
8
15
8
8

22
31
49
15
29

8.6
8.4
27.9
16.7
16.9

a

BOD: biochemical oxygen demand; TKN: total kjeldahl nitrogen; TP: total phosphorous; SRT:
solids retention time; HRT: hydraulic retention time.

Old membrane modules that have been in operation for at least six months were
removed from the membrane basin and duplicate membrane samples (5 cm2 each) were
sectioned from different locations on the membrane surfaces, on which mature biofilms
have already developed. Immediately afterwards, new membrane modules were deployed
in the membrane basin to replace the old membrane modules and after 5 hours of
filtration, the new membrane modules were removed and duplicate membrane samples (5
cm2 each) were sectioned from different locations on the membrane surfaces, on which
early biofilms or colonizers have already developed. Activated sludge (AS) samples (20
mL each) were collected from the membrane basin of each MBR treatment plant at the
same time when the early and biofilm samples were collected. All membrane and
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activated sludge samples from the five MBR treatment plants were collected over a
period of two weeks. In total, 30 samples were collected including duplicate samples of
early and mature biofilms and activated sludge from five full-scale MBR plants. All
samples were immediately stored on ice and transported to the laboratory, where they
were stored at -80oC until further analysis.

2.2.2. DNA extraction, PCR amplification and 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing
Before DNA extraction the membrane samples were rinsed with 1 X PBS (phosphatebuffered saline: 8 g NaCl, 0.2 g KCl, 1.44 g Na2HPO4, and 0.24 g KH2PO4 per liter
distilled water, pH 7.4) to remove loosely deposited sludge [4]. Genomic DNA was
extracted from the mature biofilms, early biofilms and AS samples using the PowerSoil
DNA extraction kit (MO BIO Laboratories, inc., Carlsbad, CA) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. The quality (A260/A280) and quantity (A260) of the extracted
genomic DNA was determined with a Nanodrop® 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
Genomic DNA was extracted from the mature biofilms, early biofilms and AS
samples using the PowerSoil DNA extraction kit (MO BIO Laboratories, inc., Carlsbad,
CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The quality (A260/A280) and quantity
(A260) of the extracted genomic DNA was determined with a Nanodrop® 1000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) [22]. These primers
targeted the V1–V3 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene. Barcodes that allow sample
multiplexing during pyrosequencing were incorporated between the 454 adapter and the
forward primer. PCR was performed using a C1000 Thermal Cycler (BIO-RAD,
Hercules, CA) with the following PCR conditions: initial denaturation at 95oC for 5
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minutes, followed by 25 cycles of denaturation at 95oC for 30 seconds, annealing at 55oC
for 30 seconds, and extension at 72oC for 30 seconds. The PCR was completed with a
final extension at 72oC for 5 minutes [22].
Triplicate PCR products from each sample were pooled and confirmed by gel
electrophoresis. Then, gel bands were excised and purified using the Qiaquick gel
extraction kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The
concentration of the PCR products was measured on Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer using the
PicoGreen® dsDNA quantitation assay (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The purified
barcoded amplicons were pooled in equimolar concentrations and pyrosequenced on the
Roche 454 FLX Titanium genome sequencer (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) at the Bioscience
Core Laboratory at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.2.3. Processing of pyrosequencing data
The 16S rRNA gene amplicons were processed using the Quantitative Insights Into
Microbial Ecology (QIIME v1.7.0) pipeline [23]. All raw reads were first denoised,
filtered for quality check and demultiplexed to trim the barcoded primers and to remove
all the low quality sequence reads, such as sequences below 200 base pairs (bp) and
above 1000 bp, sequences containing more than 6 ambiguous base pairs and sequences
with quality score below 25. Chimeric sequences were identified and removed from the
sequences using Chimera Slayer as implemented in QIIME. A total of 743,970 reads
from the 30 samples passed through this QA/QC step. The sequences were clustered into

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) using UCLUST [24], with 97% sequence identity
threshold. Representative sequence from each OTU was phylogenetically aligned using
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PyNAST [25] and assigned to a taxonomic identity using the Greengenes 13_5 database
[26].
To compensate for stochastic sampling efforts and reduce effects of variation among
replicates [27], duplicate samples were pooled together to create combined OTU files.
This resulted into 15 pooled samples encompassing a total of 22,877 OTUs. The OTU
table was further clustered based on biomass category into three subsets i.e. Early,
Mature and AS or by MBRs into five subsets. Shared OTUs within each of the three
subsets (i.e. AS, Early or Mature) or MBR was visualized by Venn diagram in R ‘vegan
scalpel’ program. The distribution of the different bacterial phyla and proteobacterial
classes was visualized in a heatmap using R ‘vegan scalpel’ program.
The 454 pyrosequencing reads have been deposited into the Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) under study
accession number SRP064009.

2.2.4. Alpha and beta diversity estimates
For alpha diversity measurements, both non-phylogeny based metrics (observed OTUs,
Shannon diversity index (H) and Chao 1 richness estimator) and phylogeny based metric
(phylogenetic diversity (PD_whole)) were calculated with QIIME at the 3% distance
level for each pooled sample using rarefied OTU dataset. Community comparisons
between samples was performed with unweighted UniFrac and Bray-Curtis distance (beta
diversity) and visualized by principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) in QIIME. To remove
inherent heterogeneity of sampling depth, we subsampled the dataset (normalized
abundance values) to an even depth of 4,000 sequences across the pooled samples. This
number was chosen, as it was slightly less than the pooled sample with the lowest reads
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(i.e. Early biofilm from MBR 2, which had 4,007 reads). We also assessed the beta
diversity of total, dominant and rare taxa for the pooled samples. Rare taxa were
arbitrarily defined as OTUs that encompass < 12 sequences [28]. Unweighted UniFrac
distance was calculated for total, general and rare OTUs and visualized by nonmetric
multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using the software PRIMER 6 (version 6.1.13) and
PERMANOVA+ add on (version 1.0.3) (PRIMER-E LTD, United Kingdom). Jackknife
beta diversity and clustering analysis was performed to determine robustness of
clustering of samples by the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic means
(UPGMA).
The OTU table was separated based on biomass category into three subsets i.e. Early,
Mature and AS. Average unweighted UniFrac distance within and between Early, Mature
and AS communities was calculated for each category by distance comparison command
in QIIME.

2.2.5. Statistical analysis
Reproducibility between duplicate samples was evaluated by one way pairwise analysis
of similarity (ANOSIM) based on Spearman’s rank correlation at a 999 permutation
using the statistical software PRIMER 6 (version 6.1.13) and PERMANOVA+ add on
(version 1.0.3) (PRIMER-E LTD, United Kingdom). ANOSIM produces a test statistic
(R) which can range from -1 to 1 [29]. An R value of 0 indicates no separation in
community structure and a value of 1 indicates separation [30].
To estimate the probability that a biofilm community (early or mature) represents a
random sample of the respective suspended community (i.e. activated sludge), a random
subsampling of the activated sludge community from each MBR was done as described
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in Besemer et al (2012) [19]. In brief, OTUs from each activated sludge community were
sampled with replacement until the number of OTUs in this randomly assembled
community equaled the richness of the respective biofilm community. This procedure
was repeated to yield 1000 random subsamples of each activated sludge community. The
probability of the biofilm community to fall within the distribution of these random
subsamples was calculated as the percentage of the distances of the random subsamples
to their centroid [19]. The results of the random sampling procedure were visualized in
NMDS.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Alpha diversity measures
16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing was conducted on replicates from each type of sample
(i.e., AS, early and mature biofilms). One-way pairwise analysis of similarity (ANOSIM)
showed high similarity (98.4%; R: -0.25) between replicate samples. Spearman
correlation coefficient was 92% (p <0.001). To limit the phenomenon of stochastic
sampling, the obtained sequence reads from each replicate sample were pooled together
[27] resulting in a total of 15 samples. A total of 743,970 high-quality reads were
generated for the pooled samples after denoising, quality filtering and removal of
chimeric sequences. The sequences were clustered into 22,877 OTUs at a 97% sequence
identity threshold.
The alpha diversity measurements of the pooled samples using rarefied OTUs are
summarized in Table 2.2. The diversity values across the fifteen samples ranged as
follows: observed OTUs (939-6,943), Chao 1 (1,765-8,113), H (6.41-8.22) and PD
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(74.59-226.01). All four indices, that is, observed OTU, Chao 1, H and PD, demonstrated
that the early biofilm samples have higher diversity than the mature samples among the
five MBR plants. On the basis of observed OTUs, the AS sample from MBR 4 had the
highest diversity followed by MBR 3, MBR 2, MBR 1 and MBR 5. Almost a similar
pattern was observed for AS samples using Chao 1 and PD. Good's coverage (84.2097.91%, averaging 95%) revealed that the 16S rRNA gene sequences identified in these
samples represent the majority of bacterial diversity present in each sample.

Table 2.2. Number of observed OTUs and alpha diversity measures for the pooled
samples.
Alpha diversity measures
Richness
Shannon
Phylogenetic
estimate
diversity
diversity
(Chao 1)
(PD)
index (H)

MBR plant

Sample
description

Number of
observed
OTUs

MBR 1

Early
Mature

2,531
2,104

4,377±101
3,615±86

AS

2,836

4,705±58

Early
Mature

1,002
939

AS

3,158

Early
Mature

3,852
3,847

AS

4,927

Early
Mature

6,943
3,477

AS

5,820

Early
Mature
AS

4,650
2,497
2,563

MBR 2

MBR 3

MBR 4

MBR 5

Good’s
coverage
(%)

8.20±0.01
7.86±0.01
8.22±0.01

138.04±0.58
124.07±0.6
147.85±0.53

95.77
93.80

2,231±95
1,765±39
5,573±95

7.88±0.01
6.61±0.01
7.65±0.01

80.50±0.57
74.59±0.32
174.55±0.55

84.20
93.24

8,113±3
6,957±87
6,024±187

7.65±0.01
7.91±0.01
6.41±0.01

226.01±0.036
209.94±0.85
173.65±1.88

93.92
94.95

7,216±312
5,702±265
7,814±142

8.03±0.01
7.83±0.01
7.99±0.01
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97.48
96.65

5,212±148
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7.99±0.01
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7.71±0.01
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146.81±0.62
156.78±0.64
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94.33

96.35

96.12

97.29
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2.3.2. Bacterial community composition and taxonomy
Using PyNAST with the Greengenes database as a reference, 100%, 87%, 68%, 52% and
32% of the V1-V3 16S rRNA gene pyrotags could be assigned to the phylum, class,
order, family and genus level, respectively.

Figure 2.1. Heatmap distribution of bacterial phyla and proteobacterial classes derived
from the 15 pooled samples. The color intensity in each cell shows the percentage of
class/phylum in the corresponding sample. The hierarchical clustering on the left was
created by unweighted-pair group method using arithmetic means (UPGMA). The
numbers from 1 to 5 correspond to the 5 full-scale MBRs.
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The AS and biofilm samples (early and mature) were allocated to 13 phyla, 21 classes
and 382 genera. The dominant phylum across the 15 samples was Proteobacteria (Figure
2.1), constituting between 35 and 62% of all sequence reads. Other highly represented
phyla included Bacteroidetes (13.9%), Actinobacteria (9.7%), Acidobacteria (6.0%),
Choloroflexi

(5.7%),

Nitrospira

(3.8%),

OD1

(3.3%),

Fermicutes

(2.4%),

Gemmatimonadetes (2.0%) and Planctomycetes (2.0%). The numbers in parentheses
represent the averages of all the samples (i.e. AS, early and mature) collected from the
five MBR plants. The phylum Bacteroidets was relatively more dominant in MBR 4 and
5, while the phylum Chloroflexi was more abundant in MBR 4 (Figure 2.1).
The phylum Actinobacteria was relatively more dominant in early (13.6%) and
mature

(9.9%)

biofilms

than

AS

(5.5%)

samples.

Within

Proteobacteria,

Alphaproteobacteria (20.9%; 18.7%; 28.8%) was the dominant class, followed by
Betaproteobacteria (18.4%; 18.1%; 13.7%), Gammaproteobacteria (4.3%; 3.1%; 3.6%)
and Deltaproteobacteria (1.9%; 1.9%; 1.5%) (Figure 2.2). The numbers in parentheses
represent the averages of AS, early and mature samples collected from the five MBR
plants, respectively.
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Figure 2.2. Relative abundance of bacteria retrieved from the five MBR plants classified
at the class level. Bacterial classes that represent < 0.1% of the total bacterial community
composition were classified as “others”. The numbers 1 to 5 correspond to the five
different MBR plants.

The difference in the bacterial community composition between the 5 MBR plants for
each sample category (i.e. AS, early or mature) was more pronounced at the genus level
(Figure 2.3) than phyla (Figure 2.1) and class level (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.3. Relative abundance of the 79 annotated bacterial genera retrieved from the
five MBRs. The numbers 1 to 5 correspond to the five different MBR plants. Only
bacterial genera with relative abundance > 0.1% are presented in this figure.

2.3.3. Beta diversity measures
The bacterial communities in the five MBR plants were compared using both
phylogenetic (unweighted UniFrac) and non-phylogenetic (Bray-Curtis distance)
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measures. The PCoA results based on unweighted UniFrac distance revealed that the
bacterial communities in the 15 samples were clustered into five groups with samples
from the same MBR plant grouped together (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of the 15 pooled samples based on
unweighted UniFrac distance showing the relatedness of the bacterial community
structure of samples collected from AS and biofilms (Early and Mature). The numbers
from 1 to 5 refer to the five different MBRs.
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Similar results were obtained with Bray-Curtis distance at 3% cutoff-OTU level

PCO2 (19.5% of total variation)

(Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of the 15 pooled samples based on
Bray-Curtis distance showing the relatedness of the bacterial community structure of
samples collected from AS and biofilms (Early and Mature).

Also, hierarchical clustering (Figure 2.1) by UPGMA showed five clear clusters
where each cluster corresponds to the AS and biofilm (early and mature) samples
collected from the same MBR plant. High dissimilarity was observed between samples
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within each category (i.e. AS, Early or Mature) based on unweighted UniFrac distance
(Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6. Boxplot showing unweighted UniFrac distance within and between Early,
Mature and AS communities in all five full-scale MBRs. The red lines within the box
represent the median while the plus signs are for outliers.

To compare the bacterial communities in the five MBR plants based on total,
dominant and rare OTUs, the bacterial community in each sample was separated into rare
(blue triangles), dominant (red squares) and total taxa (green triangles) and visualized in
NMDS plot generated based on unweighted UniFrac distance (Figure 2.7). The NMDS
results showed that the bacterial communities in the five MBR plants were more
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dispersed based on rare OTUs than the total and dominant OTUs as can be seen by their
wide distribution in the NMDS plot (Figure 2.7). Also, the total and dominant bacterial
taxa were clustered together. These results suggest that the difference in the bacterial
communities in the five MBR plants was mainly due to differences in the composition of
the rare OTUs.

Figure 2.7. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plot of the 15 pooled samples
based on unweighted UniFrac distance showing the total (green triangles), dominant (red
squares) and rare taxa (blue triangles). The numbers from 1 to 5 correspond to the five
different MBRs.

Although hierarchical clustering (Figure 2.1), PCoA (Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5) and
NMDS analysis (Figure 2.7) showed that the AS and biofilm samples from each MBR
plant were clustered together, comparison of unweighted UniFrac distance between
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samples revealed that the AS samples from the five MBR plants were highly dissimilar
from the biofilm samples (early and mature) (Figure 2.6). Also, the early biofilms were
dissimilar from the mature biofilms.

2.3.4. Core genera and OTUs
Core genera or OTUs indicate genera or OTUs shared across all samples in the same
category (i.e. AS, early or mature) or across all 15 samples. Of the 382 classified genera
(32% of sequence reads), 79 genera (30.5% of sequence reads) (Figure 2.3) were present
at a relative abundance ≥ 0.1% in at least one of the 15 samples. Of these 79 genera, 48,
58 and 52 were shared between all AS, early biofilm and mature biofilm samples,
respectively (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3. Number and percentages of shared genera between samples belonging to the
same category (i.e. AS, Early or Mature).
Sample
(Combined)a

Total number of
classified generab

Number of
shared genera

Percentage of
shared genera

Percentage in
classified sequencesc

AS
Early
Mature

222
214
208

48
58
52

21.62
27.10
25.00

72.07-89.95
64.47-83.87
74.79-91.87

a

Combined samples correspond to the five AS samples, five early biofilms or five mature
biofilms collected from the five MBRs.
b
Total number of classified genera in each category (i.e. AS, Early or Mature).
c
Range of percentage of sequences of the shared genera in the total classified sequences in each
sample.

The relative abundance and phylogenic classification of the 20 most abundant core
genera across all 15 samples are presented in Figure 2.8. These core genera mainly
belong

to

the

Proteobacteria

(Alphaproteobacteria

and

Betaproteobacteria),

Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Chloroflexi, Gemmatimonadetes and Nitrospira phyla.
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Figure 2.8. Relative abundance of the top 20 core genera among AS, early or mature
samples from the five different MBRs. Core genera indicates genera shared across all
samples in the same category (i.e. AS, Early or Mature).

To assess the number of core OTUs within the same category (i.e. AS, early or
mature), the five AS, five early and five mature biofilm samples, from the five different
MBR plants were combined together. Of the 14,323, 9,518 and 14,090 total observed
OTUs, only 138 OTUs (0.96%), 114 OTUs (1.19%) and 228 OTUs (1.62%) were shared
respectively by the five combined early biofilms, mature biofilms and AS samples (Table
2.4 and Figure 2.9). However, these core OTUs comprise a high fraction of the total
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number of reads in the early biofilm (27.94%), mature biofilm (25.80%) and AS
(35.17%) samples, respectively (Table 2.4).
Table 2.4. Percentages of core OTUs and their corresponding sequences between
different samples. For each MBR, AS: Early, AS: Mature and Early: Mature correspond
to the shared OTUs and sequences within two types of samples.
OTUs

Sequences

Sample
Early (Combined)a
Mature (Combined)a
AS (Combined)a
MBR 1
AS: Early
AS: Mature
Early: Mature
MBR 2
AS: Early
AS: Mature
Early: Mature
MBR 3
AS: Early
AS: Mature
Early: Mature
MBR 4
AS: Early
AS: Mature
Early: Mature
MBR 5
AS: Early
AS: Mature

Total
14,323
9,518
14,090

Shared
138
114
228

Shared (%)
0.96
1.20
1.62

Total
310,757
146,745
286,468

Shared
86,829
37,864
100,744

Shared (%)
27.94
25.80
35.17

3,794
4,016
3,536

1,573
1,121
1,099

41.46
27.91
31.08

65,143
53,442
45,677

56,326
45,826
39,572

86.47
85.75
86.63

3,443
3,497
1,577

717
600
364

20.82
17.15
23.08

43,523
47,243
11,734

3,1672
3,1875
6,103

72.77
67.47
52.01

6,615
6,726
5,902

2,164
2,048
1,797

32.71
30.44
30.44

131,490
134,487
76,373

121,604
123,135
67,775

92.48
91.56
88.74

9,338
7,008
7,841

3,425
2,289
2,579

36.67
32.66
32.89

231,592
145,697
194,763

217,864
138,392
184,864

94.07
94.99
94.92

5,418
3,684

1,795
1,376

33.13
37.35

125,477
52,344

115,733
49,042

92.23
93.69

Early: Mature

5,273

1,874

35.54

128,955

119,139

92.39

a

Combined samples correspond to the five early biofilms, five mature biofilms or five AS
samples collected from the five MBRs.

Based on the Venn diagram (Figure 2.9), the unique OTUs for the five combined
early biofilms, mature biofilms and AS samples correspond to 79.50% (11,387 OTUs),
78.20% (7,443 OTUs) and 77.70% (10,948 OTUs) of the total observed OTUs in each
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category, respectively. By comparing the ratio of the number of reads to the number of
core or unique OTUs within the same category (i.e. AS, early or mature), the core OTUs
correspond to the dominant OTUs (332 to 929 reads per OTU; averaging 468 reads per
OTU), whereas the unique OTUs correspond to the rare OTUs (15 to 20 reads per OTU;
averaging 18 reads per OTU) [27].

Figure 2.9. Venn diagram showing shared and unique OTUs within each biomass
category, A: AS, B: Mature, C: Early.
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Despite the fact that the AS, early and mature biofilm in each MBR harbored a large
number of unique OTUs (Figure 2.10), those found in only one of the three samples, the
percentage of shared OTUs between the different samples (i.e. AS, Early and Mature)
within each MBR plant was high ranging from 17.15%-41.46%. These shared OTUs
comprise a high fraction (52.01%-94.99%, averaging 85.74%) of the total number of
reads (Table 2.4). Also, the shared OTUs correspond to the dominant OTUs (32 to 79
reads per OTU; averaging 57 reads per OTU) in each MBR plant, whereas the unique
OTUs correspond to the rare OTUs (2 to 4 reads per OTU; averaging 3 reads per OTU).

Figure 2.10. Venn diagram showing the shared and unique OTUs in each MBR plant. A:
MBR 1, B: MBR 2, C: MBR 3, D: MBR 4, E: MBR 5.

2.3.5. Effect of source community
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To estimate the probability that the biofilm communities (early and mature) represent
random samples of their respective AS communities, the biofilm communities were
compared to 1000 random subsamples of the AS communities.

Figure 2.11. NMDS analysis, visualizing the results of a random sampling procedure, to
estimate the probability that the biofilm communities (Early and Mature) represented
random samples of their respective AS communities. A total of 1000 random subsamples
of the AS communities were assembled for each MBR. Five examples; A: MBR 1, B:
MBR 2, C: MBR 3, D: MBR 4, and E: MBR 5 are shown, to illustrate the distribution of
the randomly produced AS communities in relation to the biofilm community. White,
red, blue, and green circles represent the random subsamples of the AS community, the
AS community, the early biofilm community, and the mature biofilm community. NMDS
was calculated based on the Horn Index. Plotted NMDS values were selected from ten
independent random starting positions. The minimum stress values for each MBR ranged
from 0.44 to 0.46.
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The results were visualized on NMDS plot based on the Horn Index (Figure 2.11). In
all five MBRs, the biofilm differed significantly from the random assemblages (P < 0.001
for each MBR), indicating that the biofilm communities are unlikely to represent a
random sample of the suspended community.

2.4. Discussion
Despite the numerous studies on characterizing the biofilm microbial community in
MBRs [1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], we still know little of the bacteria in
wastewater treatment plants that cause biofouling. This is mainly due to the fact that the
majority of these studies were conducted in lab-scale MBRs where conditions are not as
complex as in full-scale systems, and most importantly the dominant biofouling
communities detected in these studies (Table 2.5) were different, which raises the
question of whether a core or common biofouling community exists in MBR treatment
plants. Nevertheless, all these studies concluded that the biofouling community (early and
mature) was significantly different from the AS community, which indicate the existence
of a specific biofouling community, and biofouling control strategies should mainly focus
on these biofouling communities [1, 16]. Also, some researchers suggested that targeting
the early colonizers could help in preventing biofouling [7, 15, 17].
Our results are in agreement with previous studies, where Proteobacteria was the
dominant phylum detected on the biofouled MBR membranes [1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 15, 18].
Other phyla including Bacteroidetes [4, 13] and Actinobacteria [15, 18] have also been
reported to be among the dominant biofouling communities.
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Table 2.5. Dominant microbial communities identified on biofouled membranes.
System Type and Molecular biology
techniques used in the study

Dominant microbial communities on
biofouled membranes

Ref

Three polymeric MF flat-sheet membranes: PES,
PTFE and PVDF inserted in a lab-scale reactor
containing AS and operated in batch mode
without feed [454 pyrosequencing]

Gamma- and Betaproteobacteria dominant on
all three membranes

[14]

Lab-scale MBR with hydrophilic PVDF hollowfiber fed synthetic WW [454 pyrosequencing]

Genera Enterobacter and Dyella were closely
associated with initial and late biofouling

[16]

Lab-scale MBR with double-flat sheet
membranes fed with synthetic WW containing
molasses [T-RFLP and clone library analysis of
16S rRNA gene]

25 pioneer operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) belonged to the phyla Firmicutes,
Proteobacteria,
Bacteroidetes
and
Planctomycetes

[17]

2 hollow-fiber MF membrane types: PE and
PVDF in inclined plate MBR fed with real
wastewater [FISH]

PE: TMP increased; Betaproteobacteria
increased,
Bacteroidetes
decreased,
Gammaproteobacteria remained stable
PVDF: TMP increased; Betaproteobacteria
remained
stable;
Bacteroidetes
and
Gammaproteobacteria increased when
Phylotypes from the phylum Proteobacteria
and Bacteroidetes were dominant at low and
high flux

[13]

PE hollow-fiber MF in pilot-scale MBR treating
real WW [FISH & 16S rRNA gene clone library
analysis]

Aeration rate = 3500 L/h: initial biofilm was
composed of Alpha-, Beta-, Gamma-, and
Deltaproteobacteria;
Aeration rate = 5000 L/h; Betaproteobacteria
significantly increased and became dominant

[1]

Flat-sheet MF membrane in pseudo-continuous
stirred-tank and pseudo-plug flow lab-scale
reactors treating synthetic paper mill WW [clone
library analysis of 16S rRNA gene]

Membrane
biofilm:
Brevundimonas,
Acinetobacter,
Sphingomonas,
and
Aquaspirillum were dominant. Acinetobacter
is important in early colonization

[15]

Pilot-scale submerged MBR with hollow-fiber
MF membrane for treating real WW [DGGE and
clone library analysis of 16S rRNA gene]

Gammaproteobacteria selectively adhered
and grow on membrane surface. Lowvolumetric
organic
loads:
organisms
associated with family Xantho-monadacea of
Gammaproteobacteria were predominant

[12]

Lab-scale MBR with flat sheet MF membrane
treating synthetic paper mill WW [ARDRA &
clone library analysis of 16S rRNA gene]

Alphaproteobacteria (Brevundimonas and
Asticcacaulis) and Acinetobacter were
dominant after 4h of filtration

[7]

Intermittently aerated MBR with hollow-fiber
MF membrane treating real WW [Quinone
profile analysis]

Pseudomonas,
Moraxella,
Vibrio,
Staphylococcus warneri. Micrococcus sp. and
Nocardia sp.

[18]

MF membrane in lab-scale MBRs treating real
WW [DGGE and clone library analysis of 16S
rRNA gene]

Continuously aerated submerged MBR treating
real WW [Quinone profile analysis]

Paracoccus sp. and Flavobacterium sp.

[4]

[18]

rRNA: ribosomal RNA; T-RFLP: terminal restriction length polymorphism; FISH: fluorescent in situ
hybridization; DGGE: denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis; ARDRA: Amplified Ribosomal
Dexoyribonucleic acid Restriction Analysis; WW: Wastewater.
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Similar to the aforementioned studies we observed significant differences in the
community structure between the AS and early (after only 5 h of filtration) and mature
biofilm samples from the 5 full-scale MBR plants (Figure 2.6). This difference was
mainly attributed to the presence of a large number of unique OTUs in each sample
(Figure 2.10). These unique OTUs represent the rare OTUs in the community as they
correspond to a small fraction of the total sequence reads in each MBR plant. However,
this does not suggest that these rare OTUs are of little importance to the community as a
whole. Musat et al. (2008) showed that the least abundant species (~0.3% of the total cell
number) contributed to more than 40% and 70% of the total uptake of ammonium and
carbon, respectively in the oligotrophic, meromictic Lake Cadagno [31]. In contrast, a
high percentage of sequence reads was shared between the AS and biofilm samples (early
or mature) in each MBR plant (Table 2.4) and these shared sequence reads mainly belong
to the dominant OTUs and genera in these samples. For example, the 20 most abundant
genera detected in AS samples (Figure 2.8) were also found in the early and mature
biofilms, but their relative abundance varied between the samples (i.e. AS, early and
mature). The fact that a large fraction of sequence reads was shared between the source
community (i.e. AS) and biofilm communities suggests that the AS community
contributed to the assembly of biofilms on the membrane surfaces of full-scale MBRs.
These results are in agreement with a previous study on seawater reverse osmosis
(SWRO) desalination plants from different geographical locations, where the biofouling
communities on the SWRO membranes best resembled the source seawater microbes
[32]. Furthermore, we found that random immigration of OTUs from the source
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community was unlikely to shape the community structure of biofilms (Figure 2.11). This
suggests that the local environmental, operational and biotic conditions on the membrane
likely selected microorganisms from AS for biofilm formation. This species sorting by
local conditions resulted in the presence of unique OTUs (rare taxa) on the early and
mature biofilms and in different relative abundances of shared OTUs (dominant taxa)
between the source community and biofilms. Previous studies showed that species sorting
by local environmental conditions was the major mechanism for shaping biofilm
community structure in natural environments such as streams [19, 32]. Also, Besemer et
al. (2007, 2009) reported that flow velocity is an important parameter that shapes
community assembly of biofilms in streams [33, 34].
In MBRs, several operating parameters have been shown to influence the microbial
community structure on membrane surfaces. For example, Huang et al. (2008) compared
the biofouling communities of identical membranes operated under different fluxes (15
and 30 L/m2.h) and solid retention times (SRTs, 8 and 30 d), and they concluded that the
imposed membrane flux affected the community structure and composition of biofouling
microorganisms [4]. The low-flux (i.e. 15 L/m2.h) biofilm communities from the two
MBRs operated at different SRTs were related. In contrast, distinct biofilm communities
developed on the high-flux MBRs operated at different SRTs. Also, the microbial
communities were significantly different between MBRs operated at different fluxes but
same SRT [4]. The authors explained this difference in the results between the low and
high-flux to the strong convective force that transports bacterial cells towards the
membrane surface at higher permeate flux [4]. Miura et al (2007) reported that the shear
force induced by aeration over the membrane surface directly influenced the biofouling
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community composition where high shear forces selected for Betaproteobacteria [1].
Also, studies have shown that membrane surface characteristics (e.g. physico-chemical
property, roughness) influenced bacterial biofilm community structure. Also, studies have
shown that the biofilm community structure may be affected by the physicochemical
properties of polymeric membranes such as hydrophobicity, roughness and surface
charge [13, 14]. Collectively, our findings and the results of the aforementioned studies
indicate that the local environmental and operational conditions (i.e. deterministic
factors) select microorganisms from AS for biofilm formation on membranes in MBRs.
Our results showed that the difference in the community structure between the 5
MBRs (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4) was mainly due to the presence of high number of
unique OTUs in each sample (Figure 2.9) and these unique OTUs corresponded to the
rare taxa in the community. This was also evidenced in the NMDS analysis, which
showed that the bacterial communities in the five MBR plants were more dispersed,
based on rare OTUs than the total and dominant OTUs (Figure 2.7). Although the shared
OTUs between the biofilm samples in the 5 MBRs were less than 2%, these shared OTUs
represented the dominant taxa and corresponded to a high fraction of shared sequence
reads between the biofilm communities (Table 2.4). Furthermore, our finding showed that
48, 58 and 52 of the classified genera with relative abundance ≥ 0.1% were shared
between AS, early biofilm and mature biofilm samples, respectively. Classification of the
20 most abundant core genera across the 5 MBR plants revealed the presence of genera
that are extensively reported in AS, including Nitrospira, Mycobacterium, Thauera,
Dechloromonas, Gemmatimonas, Gordonia, Tetrasphaera, and Zooglea [36, 37, 38, 39]
(Figure 2.8). These results suggest that these shared OTUs and genera between the early
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or mature biofilms comprise very common biofouling communities in the full-scale
MBRs. Zhang et al. (2011) reported that although the SWRO membrane bacterial
communities from five desalination plants located in different parts of the world and
operated under different conditions were not identical to each other [32], some common
dominant biofouling bacteria (Leucothrix mucor, and Ruegeria species) were observed
[32]. Bereschenko et al. (2010) identified Sphingomonas spp. as key biofouling
organisms that initiated and dominated biofouling in full-scale freshwater reverse
osmosis (RO) treatment facility [8]. The larger number of common biofouling
communities detected on the membranes of full-scale MBRs compared to freshwater and
seawater RO plants is mainly related to differences in the bacterial community diversity
and physiology between wastewater and freshwater and seawater, which renders the
control of biofouling in MBRs more challenging than RO plants.
Zhang et al. (2012) identified a set of core genera shared by 14 AS treatment plants
from distinct geographical locations (Asia and North America), and operated using
different process configurations under different conditions and used to treat different type
of sewage [39]. Similarly, Wang et al (2012) identified 60 core genera shared by 14 AS
wastewater treatment plants from different geographic locations in China and operated
under different conditions (dissolved oxygen, temperature, SRT and MLSS) and treated
sewage with different characteristics (i.e. chemical oxygen demand, total nitrogen, total
phosphorous, pH and conductivity) [38]. The authors reported that wastewater
characteristics had the greatest contribution to the bacterial community variance followed
by operational parameters and geographic location. In the current study, the 5 MBRs
were selected from the same geographic location, treated predominately municipal
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wastewater, were equipped with the same type of membrane (KUBOTA flat-sheet MF
membranes) that were operated under the same flux and air-scouring rate (personal
communication), and sampled at the same time period (December). Therefore, it was not
surprising to observe a large percentage of sequence reads to be shared between the AS
samples in the 5 MBRs. Nevertheless, the relative abundances of the shared dominant
genera between the AS samples varied, possibly due to variations in wastewater
characteristics and/or operational parameters (e.g. SRT, HRT). The fact that the structure
of the AS communities differed among the 5 MBRs (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4) and the
biofilm communities also differed is evidence that the difference in the biofilm
community was mainly due to differences in the source communities (i.e. AS); and the
local environmental and operational conditions (i.e. deterministic factors) on the
membrane selected microorganisms from AS for biofilm formation.
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ABSTRACT
Investigating the effect of membrane surface modification on the composition of early
colonizers and how they evolve into a mature biofilm has never been addressed in
membrane bioreactors. Five different ultrafiltration hollow-fiber membranes having
identical nominal pore size (0.1 µm) but differing in surface hydrophobicity or
hydrophilicity were operated simultaneously in the same MBR tank using a flux of 10
L/m2.h. Identical membrane modules were inserted in the same tank but were operated
without permeate flux (0 L/m2.h) to investigate the microbial passive adsorption onto
different membrane surfaces. Membrane samples and mixed liquor were collected
following 1, 10, 20 and 30 d of continuous filtration, and the microbial communities were
analyzed with 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing combined with multivariate statistical
analysis. Despite differences in membrane surface chemistry, the hydrophobic or
hydrophilic membrane character did not select any specific early bacterial colonizers at
the initial stages of filtration, and identical temporal dynamics in the microbial
communities were observed on the five different membranes. Pyrosequencing results
showed that Betaproteobacteria were the most abundant class within the Proteobacteria
phyla on the five different membranes at days 1 and 10, and Bacteroidetes increased in
abundance after 10 d of membrane filtration. The relative abundance of Firmicutes
increased in the biofouling communities at days 20 and 30, possibly due to successional
steps that lead to the formation of a mature biofilm. Specific conditions on the membrane
surfaces could have recruited the early colonizers from the mixed liquor, which evolved
afterwards to form an identical mature biofilm regardless of the membrane surface (i.e.
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hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity). Biofilm formation on membrane surfaces could have
resulted from sequential steps, starting with the attachment of early colonizers on
membrane surfaces and subsequent development into a mature biofilm.

Keywords: membrane biofouling; membrane bioreactor; wastewater treatment;
microbial communities; 454-pyrosequencing; hydrophobic; hydrophilic.

3.1. Introduction
Membrane bioreactors (MBR) offer consistent and competent solutions for wastewater
treatment and reuse purposes, especially in largely populated cities located away from the
seacoast where seawater desalination is not feasible. However, besides membrane
channel clogging and membrane screening complications, membrane biofouling remains
among the most challenging problem that confronts membrane bioreactors (MBRs) [1],
despite the numerous advantages that this technology offers over conventional activated
sludge processes (CAS). On the long term, membrane biofouling in MBRs leads to a
dramatic increase in the overall operating costs, including an intense escalation in the
frequency of chemical and physical cleaning [2, 3] and when irreversible biofouling
occurs, membrane modules replacement is inevitable [4].
Biofilm formation, known as biofouling, is a direct result of several successional
steps that lead to the development of a mature biofilm. Initially, a conditioning layer
composed of polysaccharides [5], proteins [6] and humic substances [7], covers the
surface within few minutes. The surface morphology and chemistry affect directly the
rate of conditioning layer formation; consequently, it becomes more favorable for the
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attachment of pioneer or early colonizers, after they initiate series of physicochemical
interactions with the surface [8, 9]. Then, the recruitment of additional microorganisms
happens along with cells growth, which all together develop into mushroom-like shapes
to provide mechanical durability for the biofilm [10]. These sequential steps have been
well investigated in diverse environments, including natural stream rivers [11], marine
waters [12, 13], and reverse osmosis [14]. However, studying these successional steps
that lead to biofilm formation on membrane surfaces in MBRs is still missing. Moreover,
the majority of studies did not characterize the microbial community during early stages
of biofilm formation [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], with very few studies that characterized the
microbial communities of early colonizers [9, 20, 21].
Several researchers suggested that a better understanding of the microbial
composition of early colonizers that initiate biofilm formation on membrane surfaces
might assist in the development of better strategies to control biofouling in MBRs [9, 20].
However, only few studies characterized early colonizers in MBRs [9, 20]. On the
contrary, the microbial communities of early colonizers that initiate biofilm formation on
different artificial surfaces submerged in marine environments have been extensively
studied [12, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Also, studies have shown that the composition of
early colonizers may be affected by the physicochemical properties of solid surfaces such
as surface roughness, hydrophobicity, surface charge, and surface free energy [12, 13, 27,
28].
The effect of physicochemical properties of membrane surfaces in structuring the
biofouling microbial community in MBRs is less studied. Lee et al. tested three
polymeric microfiltration (MF) flat sheet membranes with varying hydrophobicity;
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roughness and surface charge and concluded that surface roughness is an important
parameter in shaping the biofouling community [29]. However, they operated their
reactor for 15 days in batch and without addition of feeding, and the membranes were
operated without filtration. Also, they only characterized the biofouling community at the
end of the experiment (day 15). Fontanos et al. reported different microbial community
dominance on two polymeric hollow fiber membranes submerged in the same MBR tank
[19]. However, in their study they only characterized the bacterial community down to
the phyla and proteobacterial class level using fluorescence in situ hybridization, and they
did not characterize the microbial community during early stages of filtration. Therefore,
the objectives of this study were; i) to characterize the community structure and
composition of early colonizers that develop on the membrane surfaces of five polymeric
ultrafiltration hollow fiber membranes having different hydrophobic and hydrophilic
properties, ii) to assess the temporal changes in the biofouling microbial communities on
the different membranes; and iii) determine the phylogenetic affiliation of the common
bacterial communities that develop on the five membranes. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic
membrane modules were operated in parallel in the same MBR tank using a flux of 10
L/m2.h, and identical membrane modules were inserted without permeate production to
investigate the passive adsorption of microorganisms on different membrane surfaces
without the permeate drag force. Membrane samples were collected following 1, 10, 20
and 30 days of continuous filtration, and 20 mL of mixed liquor suspended solids was
collected with each membrane sampling event. The microbial community was
characterized using high-throughput 16S rRNA gene sequencing combined with
multivariate statistical analysis.
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3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Description of the lab-scale MBR
A lab-scale MBR with a total volume of 20 L was operated using intermittent aeration
(30 min aerobic; 30 min anoxic), to achieve simultaneous carbon and nitrogen removal
[30]. The operating conditions are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Operating conditions of the lab-scale MBR.
Aerobic phase

Anoxic phase

DO (mg/L)

8.60 ± 0.19

0.14 ± 0.07

pH

7.80 ± 0.20

7.67 ± 0.19

Conductivity (mS)

3.089 ± 0.48

3.1029 ± 0.44

SRT (d)

15

HRT (h)

12
2

Flux (L/m h)

10

Reactor volume (L)

20

Aeration cycle

30 min Aerobic / 30 min Anoxic

Operation

9 min filtration / 1 min relaxation

MLSS (mg/L)

3743.58 ± 311.54

MLVSS (mg/L)

3106.08 ± 291

MLVSS / MLSS

0.829 ± 0.035

Operating duration (days)

Phase I: 45 d, biomass acclimatization
Phase II: 30 d, continuous filtration

The lab-scale MBR was inoculated with activated sludge collected from a local
wastewater treatment plant (Al Ruwais district, Jeddah, K.S.A), and was acclimated to
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synthetic wastewater (Table 3.2) for 45 days under continuous filtration mode using
commercial ultrafiltration (UF) hollow-fiber membranes (Pall). During acclimation the
MBR was operated at a constant flux of 10 L/m2.h with a filtration cycle of 9 min
followed by 1 min relaxation (no filtration) (Table 3.1). Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
and ammonium (NH4) were measured in the synthetic wastewater influent and effluent,
while nitrate (NO3) and nitrite (NO2) were measure in the effluent samples only. These
measurements were performed using Hach kits (Hach Chemical, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s protocols.

Table 3.2. Synthetic wastewater influent characteristics (in g/L).
Carbon source
CH3COONa.3H2O

4.284

Nutrient source
MgSO4

0.216

KCl

0.175

NH4Cl

0.236

K2HPO4

0.091

KH2PO4
Trace element solution*

0.035

FeSO4.7H2O

4.99

CuSO4.5H2O

1.579

ZnSO4.7H2O

11

CaCl2.2H2O

7.35

MnCl2.4H2O

5.06

CoCl2.6H2O

1.61

(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O

1.1

EDTA
KOH

50
3.09
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3.2.2. Membranes characteristics and sampling frequency
After 45 days of acclimation, five ultrafiltration (UF) hollow-fiber membranes were
tested in parallel in the same MBR tank. Four membranes were synthesized in the lab and
they were composed of polyoxadiazole (POX), fluorinated polytriazole (PTA), sulfonated
polytriazole (SPTA) and sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU), while the fifth tested membrane
was a commercial one (COM) provided from PALL corporation (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3. Membrane properties and surface characteristics.
Membrane properties
Membrane
type

Acronym

Nominal
pore size
(µm)

Contact
Angle (o)

Zeta
potential
(mV)

Polymer composition
and characteristics

Polyoxadiazole

POX

0.1

96.4±3.2

-28±1

Very hydrophobic
membrane (fluorinated)

Polytriazole

PTA

0.1

85.2±12.0

-31±1

Hydrophobic
membrane (fluorinated)

Sulfonated
Polytriazole

SPTA

0.1

65.4±7.5

-23±1

Hydrophilic membrane
(sulfonic group)

Sulfonated
Polysulfone

SPSU

0.1

54.5±3.9

-106±1

Hydrophilic membrane
(Sulfonic group)

Commercial
Membrane

COM

0.1

n.a.*

n.a.*

Commercial membrane
(PVDF)

*n.a. Not available

The POX and PTA polymers were synthesized and manufactured into hollow fiber
membranes following a previously reported procedure [31, 32], and both membranes
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were highly hydrophobic due to the fluorinated groups. The SPTA polymer was
synthesized according to Ponce et al. [33] and fabricated into a hollow fiber membrane,
and polysulfone was sulfonated following a treatment with sulfuric acid and was
produced into SPSU hollow fiber membrane. Both SPTA and SPSU membranes owned a
hydrophilic character due to the functionalization with sulfonic groups. The four
membranes synthesized in the lab were characterized for nominal pore size, contact
angle, and surface charge (Table 3.3).
The five membrane modules were constructed following identical procedure, and for
each membrane module 12 hollow-fibers were used to achieve a total membrane surface
area of 56.5 cm2 per module. A membrane cassette was designed specifically to contain
five different hollow-fiber modules (Figure 3.1), and was submerged into the MBR tank
to simultaneously expose different membranes to the same synthetic wastewater and
suspended biomass. The five membranes were run in parallel using the same permeate
flux of 10 L/m2.h, and cycles of 9 min filtration followed by1 min relaxation (Table 3.1).
In addition, identical membrane modules were inserted without permeate production (no
flux) to investigate the passive adsorption of microorganisms on different membrane
surfaces without the effect of permeate drag force. The membrane modules were run for
1, 10, 20 and 30 d (with and without permeate flux), and membrane modules were
sacrificed completely for autopsy and replaced with virgin modules after each run, and 15
mL of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) was collected in parallel to each
membrane-sampling event. The trans-membrane pressure was measured with a pressure
transducer (68075-32, Cole-Parmer Instrument Company), and recorded using a data
acquisition system connected to a computer (LabVIEW, National Instruments).
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Figure 3.1. Membrane cassette designed to hold simultaneously five different hollowfiber membrane modules.
3.2.3. DNA extraction, PCR amplification and 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing
Both DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously from the membranes and mixed
liquor samples using the Mobio PowerBiofilm RNA Isolation kit (MO BIO Laboratories,
inc., Carlsbad, CA) with minor modifications, and then the ALLPrep DNA/RNA Mini
Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) was used to separate the extracted DNA from RNA
according to Ishii et al. [34]. Prior to DNA and RNA extraction of biofilm samples from
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membranes, a series of optimization protocols was performed. Initially, the rinsing step
of membrane fibers with 1X PBS solution was studied to detect the number of rinsing
required to remove the loosely attached bacteria without altering the biofilm forming
communities (Appendix A). Consequently, the effect of rinsing on the composition and
structure of the membrane biofouling communities was investigated for two sets of
membranes samples, with rinsing using 1X PBS and without rinsing, as shown in
Appendix A. For the purpose of this study, the DNA samples were further processed and
the RNA samples were stored at -80oC for future studies. For each membrane-sampling
event, total nucleotides were extracted in duplicates from three different fibers that were
sacrificed randomly from the membrane modules and cut into small pieces of 1 cm
length. The resulting duplicate genomic DNA samples were pooled together as an
individual sample, and as a result, a total of 40 membrane samples and four mixed liquor
samples were analyzed. The quality (A260/A280) and quantity (A260) of the extracted
genomic DNA was determined with a Nanodrop® 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
For each extracted DNA sample (membrane biofilm and mixed liquor), triplicate PCR
reactions was performed in a 25 μL reaction volume using the HotStarTaq Plus Master
Mix (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), 0.25 µM of each primer and 20 ng of template DNA.
Bacterial 16S rRNA genes were amplified using the bacteria-specific forward primer
341F (5'-Adaptor A-Barcode-CA Linker- CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3') and reverse
primer 805R (5'-Adaptor B-TC Linker- GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3') [35].
These primers targeted the V4 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene. PCR was
performed using life technologies veritus thermocycler with the following PCR
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conditions: 94°C for 3 minutes, followed by 28 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds; 53°C for
40 seconds and 72oC for 1 minute; after which a final elongation step at 72°C for 5
minutes was performed. Following PCR, all amplicon products from different samples
were mixed in equal concentrations, purified using Agencourt Ampure beads (Agencourt
Bioscience Corporation, MA, USA), and pyrosequenced on the Roche 454 FLX Titanium
genome sequencer (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

3.2.4. Processing of pyrosequencing data
The 16S rRNA gene amplicons were processed using the QIIME pipeline (Quantitative
Insights Into Microbial Ecology v1.7.0) [36]. Initially, all sequences were denoised and
filtered for quality check, and then sequence reads were demultiplexed to trim and
remove the barcoded primers. All sequence reads that had low quality were removed,
including sequences below 200 base pairs (bp) and above 1000 bp, sequences that
contained more than 6 ambiguous base pairs and sequences with quality score below 25.
Chimera Slayer function as implemented in QIIME was used to identify and remove
chimeric sequences.
Sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) according to the
97% similarity level (3% divergence) using UCLUST [37]. A representative sequence
from each OTU was aligned phylogenetically using the PyNAST classifier [38] and
assigned to a taxonomic identity using the Greengenes database [39]. The shared OTUs
between all biofilm samples collected from day 1 and 30 were visualized using Venn
diagram [40]. The distribution of the different bacterial phyla and proteobacterial classes
was visualized in a heatmap using R ‘vegan scalpel’ program.

3.2.5. Diversity estimates
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For alpha diversity measurements, both non-phylogeny based metrics (observed OTUs,
Shannon diversity index (H) and Chao 1 richness estimator) and phylogeny based metric
(phylogenetic diversity (PD_whole)) were calculated with QIIME at the 3% distance
level for each pooled sample using rarefied OTU dataset. Furthermore, dissimilarities
between different types of samples were estimated using unweighted UniFrac distance,
and the corresponding results were presented using principal coordinate analysis (PCoA).
In addition, the beta diversity was measured to assess the dissimilarities between two
different samples. Community comparisons between samples was performed with
unweighted UniFrac distance (beta diversity) generated in QIIME and visualized by
principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) and nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS)
using the statistical software PRIMER 6 (version 6.1.13) and PERMANOVA+ add on
(version 1.0.3) (PRIMER-E LTD, United Kingdom). To remove inherent heterogeneity
of sampling depth, we subsampled the dataset (normalized abundance values) to an even
depth of 3,152 sequences across the samples.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Reactor performance and transmembrane pressure measurements
The concentrations of COD, nitrogen, nitrate and nitrite were measured continuously
during both acclimatization and experimental phase (Figure 3.2). The reactor was fed
with synthetic wastewater to simulate domestic wastewater with COD concentration of
404±8.6 mg/L COD and 46±1.5 mg/L ammonium. The reactor achieved 91.93±2.8 %
COD removal and 85.85±6.2 % nitrogen removal. In the wastewater effluent phase, the
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concentrations of Nitrate (NO3) and Nitrite (NO2) were 0.17±0.09 and 0.12±0.13 mg/L
respectively.

Figure 3.2. COD and ammonium concentrations in the synthetic wastewater influent and
effluent, and nitrate (NO3) and nitrite (NO2) concentrations in the wastewater effluent.

The transmembrane pressure (TMP) was monitored for the five membranes
throughout the experiment phase (Figure 3.3). For the membranes synthesized in the lab,
the TMP of the hydrophobic membranes (POX and PTA) became much higher (reached
80 kPa) than the TMP of hydrophilic membranes (SPTA and SPSU) after one day of
filtration. This could be a consequence of the high hydrophobic surface, which favors the
adhesion of hydrophobic solutes and leads to a lower effective permeation and higher
TMP value (Figure 3.3). The commercial membrane showed the lowest TMP during the
whole experiment.
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Figure 3.3. Transmembrane pressure (TMP) profiles for the five membranes during
filtration.

3.3.2. Bacterial alpha diversity measures
A total of 366,612 sequence reads were obtained from 40 biofilms and 3 mixed liquor
samples, and they were clustered into 43,887 OTUs at 97% similarity level using
UCLUST [37]. The mixed liquor sample from day 10 was excluded from the data set
since it failed to pass the QA/QC step (very low amplification). Alpha diversity
measurements were performed for the different membrane and mixed liquor samples and
the results are presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. Sequence counts, observed OTUs per sample and alpha diversity measures
Sample Type

Day

Acronym

Sequence
counts per
Sample

Number of
observed
OTUs

Alpha diversity measures
Richness
Shannon
Phylogenetic
estimate
diversity
diversity
(Chao 1)
(PD)
index (H)

Polyoxadiazole
Hydrophobic
(Flux)

1
10
20
30

POX.D1
POX.D10
POX.D20
POX.D30

5,674
13,933
8,531
8,324

883
1,927
1,170
1,283

1,802±65
3,622±149
2,379±38
2,808±11

5.93±0.01
6.51±0.02
6.51±0.01
7.05±0.01

65.1±0.55
127.73±1.15
100.59±0.27
109.44±0.18

Polyoxadiazole
Hydrophobic
(No Flux)

1
10
20
30

POX.D1
POX.D10
POX.D20
POX.D30

6,617
6,820
10,342
7,944

764
886
905
1,063

1,624±51
1,780±55
1,609±8
2,152±59

4.83±0.01
5.27±0.01
5.20±0.01
6.33±0.01

55.75±0.41
72.52±0.61
81.14±0.07
95.7±0.68

Polytriazole
Hydrophobic
(Flux)

1
10
20
30

PTA.D1
PTA.D10
PTA.D20
PTA.D30

4,618
10,333
9,769
8,908

624
1,195
1,571
1,424

1,243±56
2,411±5
3,432±46
2,890±73

5.19±0.01
5.42±0.01
7.17±0.01
7.16±0.01

49.98±0.64
96.53±0.16
125.24±0.35
117.23±0.77

Polytriazole
Hydrophobic
(No Flux)

1
10
20
30

PTA.D1
PTA.D10
PTA.D20
PTA.D30

6,266
9,082
10,378
6,881

790
1,272
1,168
945

1,631±20
2,454±54
1,802±73
3,267±65

5.24±0.01
5.85±0.01
5.96±0.01
5.97±0.01

62.66±0.22
97.05±0.57
102.01±0.15
86.36±0.78

Sulfonated
Polytriazole
Hydrophilic
(Flux)

1
10
20
30

SPTA.D1
SPTA.D10
SPTA.D20
SPTA.D30

1,576
8,851
12,276
8,693

256
1,185
1,031
1,446

1,413±46
2,174±50
1,568±27
1,708±44

4.77±0.06
5.87±0.01
4.83±0.02
7.26±0.01

22.49±0.85
93.04±0.27
84.23±0.96
118.86±0.51

Sulfonated
Polytriazole
Hydrophilic
(No Flux)

1
10
20
30

SPTA.D1
SPTA.D10
SPTA.D20
SPTA.D30

5,714
7,733
9,598
8,963

719
1,078
849
887

1,413±46
2,174±50
1,568±27
1,708±44

5.2±0.01
6.09±0.01
5.0±0.01
5.33±0.01

52.89±0.6
86.34±0.92
78.69±0.28
81.42±0.4

Sulfonated
Polysulfone
Hydrophilic
(Flux)

1
10
20
30

SPSU.D1
SPSU.D10
SPSU.D20
SPSU.D30

7,483
8,329
7,729
10,912

861
1,185
1,394
1,355

1,849±46
2,338±29
2,987±31
2,799±44

5.23±0.1
6.52±0.01
7.03±0.01
6.8±0.01

66.9±0.26
91.72±0.22
104.35±0.32
108.18±0.63

Sulfonated
Polysulfone
Hydrophilic
(No Flux)

1
10
20
30

SPSU.D1
SPSU.D10
SPSU.D20
SPSU.D30

9,021
7,732
11,064
6,600

929
1,149
1,045
932

1,958±66
2,604±69
2,046±50
1,774±45

5.11±0.01
6.56±0.01
5.34±0.01
6.31±0.01

68.68±0.37
87.94±0.34
89±0.44
87.26±0.51

Commercial
Hydrophilic
(Flux)

1
10
20
30

COM.D1
COM.D10
COM.D20
COM.D30

5,420
9,511
9,733
11,068

670
1,244
1,114
1,241

1,431±56
2,666±35
2,122±38
2,324±39

4.95±0.01
6.53±0.01
5.79±0.01
3.08±0.01

53.09±0.44
101.72±0.32
92.71±0.46
100.98±0.5

Commercial
Hydrophilic
(No Flux)

1
10
20
30

COM.D1
COM.D10
COM.D20
COM.D30

8,211
6,285
9,569
10,329

741
812
1,105
1,183

1,545±55
1,729±19
2,115±31
2,263±5

4.57±0.01
6.17±0.01
6.03±0.01
6.21±0.01

53.99±0.6
74.54±0.23
97.81±0.26
107.45±0.01

Mixed liquor
suspended
solids

1
20
30

MLSS.D1
MLSS.D20
MLSS.D30

6,496
12,635
10,662

821
830
838

1,575±38
1,588±35
2,401±97

5.85±0.1
3.87±0.02
5.5±0.01

63.75±0.5
49.58±0.65
63.94±0.25
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Alpha diversity values were the lowest at day 1 for all the membranes tested and
increased significantly after 10 days of operation, and remained relatively stable for the
majority of the membranes on day 20 and 30. The diversity values across the 40 biofilm
samples extracted from the membrane surfaces ranged as follows: observed OTUs (2561,927), Chao 1 (1,243-3,622), H (3.08-7.05) and PD (22.49-127.73) (Table 3.4). The
diversity of the biofilms on the membranes did not seem to change much between days
20 and 30 for most of the membranes (Table 3.4). In addition, the diversity of microbial
communities was not significantly different between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
membranes (p = 0.1775), and between the membranes operated with and without flux (p
= 0.0696). On the other hand, the diversity of the mixed liquor was more stable compared
to membrane biofilm samples, and it ranged as follows: observed OTUs (821-838), Chao
1 (1,575-2.401), H (3.87-5.85) and PD (49.58-63.94) (Table 3.4).

3.3.3. Effect of membrane surface chemistry on the microbial community structure
of early colonizers
Results showed similar composition at the family level of the early colonizers on the five
different membranes operated with and without permeate flux, where Comamonadaceae
was the most abundant family (averaging 78.6 ± 3.78%) detected on all the membranes,
followed by Rhodocyclaceae (10.00 ± 2.27%), and Pseudomonadaceae (4.90 ± 2.98%),
(Figure 3.4). The composition of the MLSS on day 1 was similar to the early colonizers,
and Comamonadaceae was the most abundant family (62.2.%), followed by
Rhodocyclaceae (20.3%), and Pseudomonadaceae (5.8%) (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Classification at the family level of the early colonizers that attached to the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes after 1 day of operation, under 10 L/m2.h flux
and without permeate flux. The POX (Polyoxadiazole), PTA (Polytriazole), SPTA
(Sulfonated polytriazole), SPSU (Sulfonated polysulfone) and COM (commercial
membrane) membranes were operated under 10 L/m2.h flux (F) and without permeate
flux (noF). MLSS correspond to the mixed liquor suspended solids sample, and D1
corresponds to the samples collected at the day 1. Others refer to bacterial family with
relative abundance < 1%.

A Venn diagram was generated to visualize the shared and unique OTUs for the five
different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h flux, at day 1 (Figure 3.5). Among a total
of 1,563 OTUs only 54 OTUs were shared between the 5 membranes at day 1 and this
corresponds to 3.45% (Figure 3.5). In addition, NMDS based on Unweigted Unifrac
distance revealed that the microbial communities of primary colonizers, clustered
together at day 1 regardless of the membrane type or flux (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.5. Venn diagram representing the core shared OTUs between all biofilm
samples extracted from the five different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h at day 1
(left) and day 30 (right), respectively. The horizontal axis represents the OTUs number
corresponding to each membrane type.

The number of shared OTUs and shared sequences within the same membrane
operated with (10 L/m2.h) and without (0 L/m2.h) flux are presented in Table 3.5. For the
early colonizers (day 1), the percentage of shared OTUs ranged between 18.0% to 22.0%,
which corresponded to 81% and 85.0 % of the total number of sequences that were
shared between the same membrane type operated with and without flux (Table 3.5).
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Figure 3.6. Non-metric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (NMDS) based on unweighted
Unifrac distance for the genomic DNA extracted from the five different membranes
operated with a permeate flux of 10 L/m2.h and without permeate production (0 L/m2.h).
The numbers from 1 to 30 correspond to the date of sample collection. Red circles
correspond to hydrophobic membranes, blue triangles correspond to hydrophilic
membranes, and green squares correspond to MLSS samples. The MLSS sample from
day 10 was excluded from the data set because it did not amplify properly.

3.3.4. Microbial community succession
Similar temporal changes in the biofilm bacterial community structure was observed for
the five different membranes as revealed by NMDS (Figure 3.6). NMDS (Figure 3.6)
revealed that the microbial communities clustered intro three different clusters according
to their percentage of similarity. Biofilm samples from days 1 and 10 formed two
different clusters while all biofilm samples from days 20 and 30 clustered into one single
group, except for the two outliers from day 20 (Figure 3.6).
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Table 3.5. Shared OTUs and sequences between membranes operated under flux (10
L/m2.h) and no flux (0 L/m2.h)
Shared OTU
and Sequences
between Flux
and No Flux
samlpes*
POX
PTA
SPTA
SPSU
COM

Total

OTU
Shared
Shared (%)

582
501
483
523
470

108
111
100
106
101

18.0
22.0
20.7
20.0
21.5

3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152

2,568
2,689
2,645
2,643
2,728

81.0
85.0
83.9
83.8
86.5

Day 10

POX
PTA
SPTA
SPSU
COM

915
867
876
910
823

116
119
120
130
109

12.7
13.7
13.7
14.3
13.2

3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152

2,460
2,550
2,518
2,506
2,517

78.0
80.9
79.9
79.5
79.8

Day 20

POX
PTA
SPTA
SPSU
COM

740
925
651
829
778

93
115
104
84
102

12.5
12.4
16.0
10.1
13.1

3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152

2,529
2,336
2,721
2,342
2,511

80.2
74.1
86.3
74.3
79.6

Day 30

POX
PTA
SPTA
SPSU
COM

943
989
882
859
829

136
144
115
106
102

14.4
14.5
13.0
12.3
12.3

3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152
3,152

2,477
2,465
2,447
2,462
2,460

78.6
78.2
77.6
78.1
78.0

Day 1

Total**

Sequences
Shared
Shared (%)

*The shared OTUs and sequences correspond to each pair or samples from the same
membrane, operated under flux (10 L/m2.h) and no flux (0 L/m2.h)
**Total sequences were normalized to 3,152 sequences for all the samples

In addition, the mixed liquor sample from day 1 was closely related to the cluster
from day 1, while mixed liquor samples from days 20 and 30 were distant from the
common cluster of days 20 and 30. These results propose that the biofilm reached mature
phase on the membrane surface after 20 d of filtration (Figure 3.6), and its composition
was distinct from the mixed liquor’s composition. Similar results were obtained with
hierarchical clustering (Figure 3.7) where biofilm samples clustered together according to
the sampling day without any clear impact of the membrane surface character
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(hydrophobic or hydrophilic), or the imposed operating condition (with flux of 10 L/m2.h
or without flux 0 L/m2.h). All Samples from days 1 and 10 clustered together into two
distinct groups, while all biofilm samples from days 20 and 30 assembled together into
one separate cluster (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7. Heat map distribution of bacterial phyla and proteobacterial classes derived
from 40 biofilm and three mixed liquor samples. The color intensity in each cell reflects
the abundance of class/phylum in the corresponding sample, light gray corresponds to
low abundance and dark blue and black corresponds to higher abundance, respectively.
Hierarchical clustering on the top was created using unweighted-pair group method using
arithmetic means (UPGMA). POX (Polyoxadiazole), PTA (Polytriazole), SPTA
(Sulfonated polytriazole), SPSU (Sulfonated polysulfone) and COM (commercial
membrane) membranes were operated under 10 L/m2.h flux (F) and without permeate
flux (noF). MLSS correspond to the mixed liquor suspended solids sample. Other
bacteria refer to phyla with relative abundance < 1%. D1, D10, D20 and D30 refer to
sampling days 1, 10, 20 and 30, respectively.
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A Heat map was generated to present the relative abundances of bacteria classified at
the phyla level and classes that belong to the phylum Proteobacteria (Alpha; Beta;
Gamma; and Deltaproteobacteria) (Figure 3.7). Sequence reads belonging to the class
Betaproteobacteria were abundant on day 1 and 10. However, their relative abundance
decreased on day 20 and 30, and sequence reads belonging to the phylum Firmicutes and
Chlorobi became dominant on day 20 and 30.

Figure 3.8. The relative abundance and phylogenetic classification of the different genera
and family detected in the MLSS. The letters F, G and C correspond to family, genus and
class, respectively. The corresponding phyla and proteobacterial class is presented in
bracket.

On the other hand, the composition of the MLSS evolved differently than the biofilms
on the membrane surfaces. The relative abundance and phylogenetic classification of
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genera and family in the MLSS showed that at day 1, Comamonadaceae was the most
abundant family (33.1%) followed by Rhodocyclaceae (7.9%) (Figure 3.8). However, at
day 20 the relative abundance of family Comamonadaceae and Pseudomonadaceae
decreased and reached 10.6% and 7.0%, respectively (Figure 3.8). On the genus level, the
relative abundance of Pseudomonas increased at day 20 and reached 67.2%, followed by
genus C39 (11.4%). Then, at day 30 the relative abundance of family Comamonadaceae
and Rhodocyclaceae increased and reached 25.6% and 9.5%, respectively (Figure 3.8).
These results suggest that the succession on the membrane surfaces occurred
independently from the variations in the composition of MLSS with time.
The phylogenetic classification and relative abundance of the 10 most abundant
shared OTUs between the 5 membranes operated at 10 L/m2.h flux is presented in Figure
3.9. The family Comamonadaceae dominated the composition of the 10 most abundant
OTUs at day 1 (65.59%). The relative abundance of the genus Hydrogenophaga (class
Betaproteobacteria) decreased with time from 18.38% at day 1 to 3.96% on day 30,
whereas the relative abundance of the genus Pseudomonas increased from 5.03% (day 1)
to 10.20% (day 30) (Figure 3.9). The genus Dechloromonas was only detected on day 1.
Interestingly, two genera (Fusibacter and PSB-M-3) belonging to the phylum Firmicutes
and one genera (C39) belonging to the class Betaproteobacteria that were not detected on
the membranes on day 1 and 10, became dominant on day 20 and 30. These results
highlight clear temporal dynamics in the shared biofouling communities that developed
with time on the five different membranes and evolved into a mature biofilm dominated
by members belonging to the phylum Firmicutes (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9. The relative abundance and phylogenetic classification of the top 10
dominant shared OTUs between the five different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h
flux. The letters F, G and C correspond to family, genus and class, respectively. The
corresponding phyla and proteobacterial class is presented in bracket.

3.3.5. Shared OTUs
The number of shared OTUs and sequences between the same membrane operated with
(10 L/m2.h) and without (0 L/m2.h) flux are presented in Table 3.5. The percentage of
shared OTUs was low ranging from 10.1% to 22.0%. However, these shared OTUs
comprise a high fraction of the total number of sequences (74.3% -85.0 %; averaging
80.1 ± 3.4%) that were shared between the flux and no flux membranes throughout the
experimental period (Table 3.5). By comparing the ratio of the number of reads to the
number of OTUs for each membrane type, the shared OTUs correspond to the dominant
OTUs (17 to 28 reads per OTU; averaging 23 reads per OTU; Abiotic factors shape
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microbial diversity in Sonoran desert soils [41]), whereas the non-shared OTUs
correspond to the rare OTUs (averaging 1 read per OTU) [41]. This suggests that those
shared OTUs represent the dominant biofouling community in the flux and no flux
biofilms.
A Venn diagram was generated to visualize the shared and unique OTUs for the five
different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h flux, at days 1 and 30 respectively (Figure
3.5). Of the 1,563 and 1,963 total observed OTUs, only 54 OTUs (3.45%) and 53 OTUs
(2.69%) were shared between all the biofilm samples at day 1 and 30 (Figure 3.5). These
results suggest that the shared OTUs at day 1 might contribute to the initiation of biofilm
formation regardless of the membrane type.

3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Composition of the early colonizers
Understanding the successional steps that lead to the formation of a mature biofilm has
gained lots of interests in several environments, to develop enhanced antifouling
strategies. Many researchers characterized the community structure of early colonizers
that attach to solid surfaces submerged in different environments and quickly produce
EPS that modify the surfaces’ characteristics. For instance, Dang and Lovell assessed the
diversity of early colonizers on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces during 24 – 72 h of
static adhesion in marine environments, and concluded that materials’ physicochemical
properties might affect early bacterial attachment and succession [12]. Grasland et al.
focused on the surface properties of bacterial cells and studied their interactions with
antifouling coatings during 3 – 6 h. They concluded that bacterial surface hydrophilicity
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is responsible for the interactions with different surfaces [22]. Briand et al. assessed the
diversity and abundance of marine bacterial and microphytobenthic communities that
formed on surfaces coated with different materials (biocidal and non biocidal) and
immersed in two different coastal locations. Their results confirmed that biofilm
formation occurred on all coated samples irrespective of the geographical site or the
applied coating material (biocidal-free and biocidal), and the microbial communities
displayed significant variations in the richness of the bacterial communities according to
biocide-free and biocidal coatings [24]. Membrane surface modification to reduce or
potentially delay membrane biofouling has gained a lot of merit. For instance, polymeric
membranes were embedded with silver nanoparticles (nAg) [42, 43] that prohibited
microbial communities from attaching on membrane surfaces. In addition, Li et al. [44]
and Zhang et al. [45] modified the hydrophilic and hydrophobic membrane surface
character, and both studies reported a reduction in the attachment of fouling particles on
membrane surfaces. However, the effect of these modified surfaces on the composition of
early colonizers has not been reported.
Our results showed that the community composition and structure of early colonizers
was the same on the 5 different membranes at day 1 (Figure 3.4), and the diversity of the
early colonizers (day 1) ranged as follows: observed OTUs (256-929), Chao 1 (1,2431,958), H (4.57-5.93) and PD (22.49-68.68) (Table 3.4). These results are not in
agreement with previous findings reported on modified surfaces inserted in marine
environments, which confirmed that modified surfaces affected the composition of early
colonizers possibly due to oligotrophic conditions in seawater [12, 22, 24]. In this study,
the composition of early colonizers on modified membrane surfaces was similar possibly
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due to the conditioning layer that could have formed quickly in a nutrient rich
environment such as wastewater. Once conditioned, the initial fouling layer mask the
effect of membrane surface and facilitates the attachment of early colonizers [46]. The
effect of membrane surface on biofouling formation has been studied during initial stages
of membrane biofouling [47]. In addition, Fontanos et al. concluded that the membrane
material and configuration affect the microbial community composition and they reported
differences in the relative abundances of the biofouling microbial communities according
to the membrane type [19]. Furthermore, Lee et al. concluded recently that membrane
surface roughness played an important role and affected greatly the distribution of
biofouling microbial communities on membranes [29]. However, Fontanos et al. [19] and
Lee et al. [29] characterized the composition of the biofilm after 12 and 15 d, without
characterizing the composition of early colonizers.
The composition of early colonizers was similar on the five different membranes, yet
these membranes exhibited different TMP profiles (Figure 3.3). It is possible that
membrane modifications affected the cell density without altering the composition of
early colonizers. Previously, Camps et al. demonstrated using flow cytometry
measurements that the microbial communities displayed high densities on all types of
coatings [26]. The relative abundances of microbial communities responsible for
biofouling formation varied according to the type of coating, yet it was clear that the
microorganisms displayed higher densities on coatings that were biocide-free compared
to the remaining other coatings [26]. In a different study on biofouling in MBRs, Miura et
al. correlated positively the increase in TMP to the gradual biofilm development on
membrane surfaces [15]. In addition, Betaproteobacteria contributed to the formation of
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mature biofilms and led to irreversible membrane biofouling and an increase in the TMP
on polyethylene membrane (PE) [15]. Similarly, Fontanos et al. reported that the relative
abundance of Betaproteobacteria increased on a polyethylene (PE) membrane when the
TMP increased [19]. While characterization of the microbial communities on membrane
surfaces could predict the performance of the membranes in terms of TMP behavior,
additional parameters like biofilm thickness and density should be considered.
Furthermore, future studies that aim to evaluate the effectiveness of membrane
modifications to control biofouling should include measurements of cell density using
flow cytometry (FCM) to potentially correlate the results with the TMP.
The composition of early colonizers was different from the mixed liquor at day 1
(Figure 3.4). These results oppose previous findings in lab-scale [9, 21] and full-scale
(Seattle project, Chapter 2) MBR studies, which reported that the composition of early
colonizers was different from the mixed liquor suspended solids. In our previous work
(Seattle project), the same type of membrane was used but the composition of the
wastewater was different according to different full-scale MBR plant, while in the current
study five different membranes were tested in parallel using the same conditions (flux of
10 L/m2.h). In this study, it is possible that the successional steps that changed the
composition of biofouling communities afterwards happened at slower pace compared to
previously reported findings by Zhang et al. (4 h), Piasecka et al. (1 d) and in the Seattle
project (5 h) [9, 21]. Furthermore, at later stages (20 and 30 d) the community
composition in the MLSS and biofilms on the five membranes were distinct and this is in
line with previous studies that showed differences between the community in the MLSS
and the well established mature biofilm [15, 17, 19]. On the other hand, Huang et al.
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compared the biofouling communities of identical membranes operated under 15 and 30
L/m2.h and different SRTs (8 and 30 d) and concluded that the imposed membrane flux
affected the community structure and composition of biofouling microorganisms. The
low-flux (i.e. 15 L/m2.h) biofilm communities from two MBRs operated at different
SRTs were related. In contrast, distinct biofilm communities developed on the high-flux
MBRs operated at different SRTs. Also, the microbial communities were significantly
different between the same SRT MBRs operated at different fluxes [17]. The authors
explained this difference in the results between the low and high-flux to the strong
convective force that transports bacterial cells towards the membrane surface at higher
permeate flux. The results reported by Huang et al. (2008) could explain why our results
failed to detect any remarkable differences in the composition of biofouling microbial
communities between membranes operated with (10 L/m2.h) and without flux (0 L/m2.h)
(Figure 3.4). The imposed permeate flux of 10 L/m2.h could be considered low, and
might have accumulated microbial communities similar to the no flux membranes.
Despite tremendous efforts focused on characterizing the biofouling communities in
MBRs, a universal conclusion on the MBR operating conditions that could shape the
composition of early colonizers is still missing. Previously, Huang et al. confirmed the
effect of membrane flux on shaping the biofouling microbial communities [48], and
Miura et al. showed that air-scouring rate affects the composition of membrane biofilms
in MBRs [15]. However, both studies did not investigate the effect of these operating
conditions on the composition of early colonizers. Lee et al. confirmed that membrane
surface roughness is a more important parameter in shaping the membrane biofouling
community compared to hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface character [29]. Still, their
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results were concluded following 15 d of static adsorption of bacterial communities on
membrane surfaces. In our previous work (Seattle project), the wastewater composition
together with membrane operating conditions shaped the composition of early colonizers
(chapter 2). On the other hand, Bereschenko et al. confirmed that Sphingomonas spp are
responsible for the initiation of biofilm formation and subsequent development into a
mature biofilm in reverse osmosis membranes [14]. In marine environments, specific
microorganisms were identified as dominant colonizers on different materials inserted in
the sea. For instance, Dang and Lovell (2000) identified Roseobacter genus (subdivision
of Alphaproteobacteria) as the dominant and rapid colonizers of surfaces in coastal
environments after 24 - 72 h of incubation [12]. Similarly, Elifantz et al. identified
Roseobacter genus as the dominant biofouling group forming on glass coupons and
accounted for 25% of the community [25]. Compared to biofilm formation on
membranes in MBRs, it seems that early colonizers are more complex and variable than
expected.

3.4.2. Successional steps towards a mature biofilm
Bacterial attachment onto the five hydrophilic and hydrophobic membranes occurred
under passive adsorption (i.e. no flux) and active (i.e. filtration mode) conditions [46].
The composition and structure of biofilm communities responsible for membrane
biofouling were very similar, without clear distinction between the membranes operated
with or without permeate flux (Figure 3.4; Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9). In addition,
successional biofouling steps that included growth and development of early colonizers
into identical mature biofilm occurred on the five different membranes under flux and no
flux conditions (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9). Throughout the 30 d sampling period, the
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bacterial diversity of the MLSS was relatively stable (Table 3.4) whereas, the biofilm
diversity increased significantly on day 10 for the five membranes (Table 3.4).
Previously, Jackson et al. suggested that species diversity increases within the biofilm
during successional steps [49]. Initially, early species responsible for biofilm formation
assemble randomly on surfaces, and then competition shapes the overall species diversity
at mid-stages of biofilm development. Finally, species diversity increases when the
biofilm matures, following the development of a complex three-dimensional architecture
that provides habitats for bacterial growth [49].
The comparison between the biofouling forming communities on the five membranes
and the composition of the MLSS suggest that successional steps within the biofilms
occurred on both flux and no flux membranes, independently from the MLSS. This
process could be the result of natural biofilm colonization on membrane surfaces and
consequential development into a mature biofilm potentially due to the low selected flux
(10 L/m2.h). Huang et al. compared the community composition of membrane biofouling
at two different fluxes of 15 and 30 L/m2.h, and showed that the biofouling communities
were identical for the low flux (15 L/m2.h) independently from the sludge ages. Their
conclusion highlighted that the membrane biofilm formation seemed to be the result of a
natural process of initial colonization and subsequent biofilm development [17]. The
same scenario could have happened in our study for the membranes operated with a low
flux of 10 L/m2.h and without flux.
While biofilm developed and matured on membrane surfaces, the community
composition successively shifted with time. Initially, the class Betaproteobacteria was
the most abundant bacterial group at day 1 on the membrane surfaces, and on days 20 and
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30 Firmicutes became the most dominant phylum, followed by Betaproteobacteria and
Gammaproteobacteria (Figure 3.7). Interestingly these biofouling communities evolved
differently than the MLSS (Figure 3.8). At day 1 the community structure of the MLSS
was similar to the biofilm communities (early colonizers), but they became distinct from
each other’s after 30 days (Figure 3.8). These observations could suggest that the
successional changes in the biofouling communities on the membranes were not affected
by variations in the source community (MLSS community).
Compared to other bacterial groups, Betaproteobacteria class from the phylum
Proteobacteria has been distinguished previously by its ability to attach easily onto
surfaces during initial biofilm formation and could dominate biofilm succession in stream
rivers [50]. Miura et al. found that Betaproteobacteria increased in the abundance of the
membrane biofouling community composition after they increased the aeration flow rate
and performed membrane cleaning [15]. Their results confirmed a direct role of the
aeration flow rate in shaping the community structure and highlighted an important role
of Betaproteobacteria in the development of mature membrane biofilm [15]. Besmer et
al. confirmed in their study that the flow velocity affected directly the succession of
biofilm community composition and explained that this phenomenon shifted from
predominantly stochastic to deterministic processes [11]. In this study, the successional
steps that formed a mature biofilm on the five different membranes occurred naturally.
The membranes featured identical nominal pore size, were operated using a constant flux
of 10 L/m2.h and were exposed simultaneously to the same source community (MLSS).
The only difference was the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface character, which failed
to affect the composition of early colonizers or mature biofilms.
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Phylum Firmicutes dominated the composition of the membrane biofilms after 20 and
30 days (Figure 3.7), on the five different membranes. It is possible that anoxic zones
formed within the biofilm following succession and development into a mature biofilm
with time. In addition, our reactor was operated under intermittent aeration, which could
have favored the development of this anaerobic phylum. Firmicutes were identified as the
dominant biofouling communities on membrane coupled with anaerobic sludge blanket
bioreactor [51]. Gao et al. detected low abundances of Firmicutes in the membrane
biofouling layer, which remained dominant in the MLSS of an anaerobic membrane
bioreactor [52].
Hydrogenophaga is an autotrophic H2-oxidizing bacteria [53] and was the dominant
genus at days 1 and 10 (Figure 3.9). Hydrogenophaga belongs to the Betaproteobacteria
class and was previously found to play an important role in denitrification, and its relative
abundance increased in wastewater treatment process based on denitrification [54]. The
imposed operating conditions to achieve denitrification enriched the sludge with
Hydrogenophaga its relative abundance was 28.9% at day 1 (Figure 3.8). It is possible
that genus Hydrogenophaga found a niche on the surfaces of the five different
membranes and accounted for 18.38% of 10 dominant shared OTUs (Figure 3.9).
Iganvibacteriacea has an adaptable metabolism that allows it of organoheterotrophy
under both oxic and anoxic condition [55]. Our lab-scale MBR was operated under
intermittent aeration with cycles of 30 min aeration followed by 30 min anoxic, to
achieve simultaneous carbon and nitrogen removal. This genus started to appear on all
membrane surfaces after 10 d of filtration and persisted in the biofilm at day 30 with a
relative abundance of 5.13% (Figure 3.9). Similarly, Zhu et al. reported that
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Ignavibacteria was more enriched in the biofilm (2.74%) compared with the mixed liquor
(0.78%) [56]. Likewise, genus PSB-M-3 dominated the biofouling communities after 20
and 30 d of filtration, and reached 42.59 and 47.53% respectively (Figure 3.9). Genus
PSB-M-3 belongs to phylum Firmicutes, which were the dominant phylum after 20 and
30 d in the membrane biofilms. These anaerobic genera might have created micro-niches
within the biofilm on the different membrane surfaces.

3.5. Conclusion
In this study, the sequential steps were studied with regards to the formation of mature
biofilm on different hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes inserted in the same
membrane bioreactor. Our results showed that the composition of the early colonizers
was identical for the five different membranes, and the sequential steps that lead to the
formation of a mature biofilm happened on all membranes. It seems that the imposed low
flux of 10 L/m2.h did not create a strong selective pressure that affected the composition
of the microbial communities. Specific conditions on the membrane surfaces could have
selected specific early colonizers predominantly Betaproteobacteria, and they evolved
afterwards into a mature biofilm composed of Gammaproteobacteria and Firmicutes,
regardless of the membrane surface (i.e. hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity). Biofilm
formation on membrane surfaces could have resulted from natural biofilm formation,
initial early colonizers and subsequent development into a mature biofilm.
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Membrane surface hydrophilic modification has always been considered to mitigating
biofouling in membrane bioreactors (MBRs). Four hollow-fiber ultrafiltration membranes
(pore sizes ~0.1 μm) differing only in hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface characteristics
were operated at a permeate flux of 10 L/m2.h in the same lab-scale MBR fed with
synthetic wastewater. In addition, identical membrane modules without permeate
production (0 L/m2.h) were operated in the same lab-scale MBR. Membrane modules
were autopsied after 1, 10, 20 and 30 days of MBR operation, and total extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) accumulated on the membranes were extracted and
characterized in detail using several analytical tools, including conventional colorimetric
tests (Lowry and Dubois), liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection (LCOCD), fluorescence excitation - emission matrices (FEEM), fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) and confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). The transmembrane pressure
(TMP) quickly stabilized with higher values for the hydrophobic membranes than
hydrophilic ones. The sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) membrane had the highest
negatively charged membrane surface, accumulated the least amount of foulants and
displayed the lowest TMP. The same type of organic foulants developed with time on the
four membranes and the composition of biopolymers shifted from protein dominance at
early stages of filtration (day 1) towards polysaccharides dominance during later stages of
MBR filtration. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling of LC-OCD data showed that
biofilm samples clustered according to the sampling event (time) regardless of the
membrane surface chemistry (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) or operating mode (with or
without permeate flux). These results suggest that EPS composition may not be the
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dominant parameter for evaluating membrane performance and possibly other parameters
such as biofilm thickness; porosity, compactness and structure should be considered in
future studies for evaluating the development and impact of biofouling on membrane
performance.

Keywords: wastewater treatment; water reuse, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity,
membrane bioreactor, membrane biofouling.

4.1. Introduction
Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) are gaining worldwide merit as a promising solution for
wastewater treatment and reuse, offering several advantages over conventional activated
sludge systems, especially a smaller footprint, a better effluent quality [1], and an
improved disinfection capability [2]. However, membrane biofouling in MBRs remains
one of the most problematic challenges that result into a dramatic decrease in the quantity
and quality of permeate flux production, and a sharp increase in the energy demand and
trans-membrane pressure (TMP) [3, 4]. In addition, when severe and irreversible
biofouling occurs, the premature replacement of membrane modules becomes inevitable,
escalating the overall MBR operation costs [5].
Biofouling has been considered as the “Achilles heel” of membrane systems [6], and
several control strategies have been proposed to reduce biofouling in MBRs including
physical and chemical cleaning, membrane surface modification (e.g. charge,
hydrophobicity, roughness), and biological-based antifouling strategies (e.g. quorum
quenching, enzymatic disruption, energy uncoupling) [7]. Among these strategies,
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membrane surface modification to reduce biofouling has attracted a lot of attention, not
only in MBRs, but in reverse osmosis (RO) systems and membrane spacers as well [8, 9,
10]. In particular, increasing the membrane surface hydrophilicity allows for an efficient
initial surface wetting and a higher initial permeate flux; however, the long-term
effectiveness of hydrophilic surfaces in reducing biofouling is still debatable. For
instance, ultrafiltration (UF) and nanofiltration (NF) membranes coated with
polydopamine (PDA) increased the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface and reduced
bacterial attachment during short-term filtration (one hour). However, PDA lost its
hydrophilic character after ten days of filtration and became ineffective in reducing
bacterial adhesion [11]. Moreover, polysulfone (PS) membranes with silver nanoparticles (nAg) reduced bacterial attachment on membrane surfaces and demonstrated a
potential antimicrobial activity due to the toxicity of the silver nano-particles [12, 13]
were performed in flow-cell filtration systems and used commercial organic foulants or
model microorganisms, which are not representative for the membrane biofouling
phenomenon in MBRs.
Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) have been recognized as the main fouling
components in MBRs and contribute to membrane biofouling phenomenon, which leads
to a fast and sharp increase in TMP [14, 15]. The complexity of the EPS matrix,
composed of polysaccharides, proteins, humic acids and metal ions [15], increases the
difficulty of understanding the interactions between different EPS components and the
membrane surface. Previously, the increase in the membrane fouling resistance was
correlated to higher protein concentrations on the membrane and resulted in a dramatic
rise in the TMP [16]. On the other hand, another study reported that the polysaccharide
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fraction of the EPS and soluble microbial products (SMP) was responsible for membrane
biofouling and created sharper TMP increase when compared with the protein fraction
[17, 18]. Although several studies characterized the EPS components responsible for
biofouling on different membrane surfaces [14, 15, 16], a fundamental understanding on
the temporal dynamics of EPS components according to modified membrane surfaces is
still lacking.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to assess the role of membrane
hydrophilicity and surface chemical composition on biofouling and EPS composition and
temporal dynamics in long-term experiments using a lab-scale MBR. Membrane modules
corresponding to different membrane types (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) were operated
in parallel in the same MBR tank, and membrane samples were collected following 1, 10,
20 and 30 days of continuous filtration. In parallel, additional modules were inserted
without permeate production, to compare the effect of membrane surface selection
against the permeate drag force. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
monitored the temporal dynamics of the EPS biofouling layer that developed on different
membrane types, and extensively characterized the EPS fractions using several analytical
and microscopic tools.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Membranes manufacture and characteristics
Four UF hollow-fiber membranes were synthesized in the lab, composed of fluorinated
polyoxadiazole (POX), fluorinated polytriazole (PTA), sulfonated polytriazole (SPTA)
and sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) (Table 4.1). The POX and PTA polymers were
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synthesized and manufactured into hollow fiber membranes, following a previously
reported procedure [19, 20]. SPTA was synthesized using a procedure previously
reported by Ponce et al. [21] and manufactured into hollow fibers. Polysulfone was
sulfonated by treatment with sulfuric acid before the SPSU hollow fiber manufacture.
POX and PTA hollow fiber membranes are highly hydrophobic due to fluorinated
groups. SPTA and SPSU are hydrophilic due to the functionalization with sulfonic
groups.

Table 4.1. Membrane properties and polymer composition
Membrane properties

a

Membrane
type

Acronym

Pore
size
(µm)

Contact
Angle (o)

Zeta
potential
(mV)a

Rm (m-1)b

Polyoxadiazole

POX

0.1

96.4±3.2

-28±1

17×1012

Polytriazole

PTA

0.1

85.2±12.0

-31±1

16.5×1012

Hydrophobic
(fluorinated)

Sulfonated
Polytriazole

SPTA

0.1

65.4±7.5

-23±1

12.2×1012

Hydrophilic
(sulfonic
group)

Sulfonated
Polysulfone

SPSU

0.1

54.5±3.9

-106±1

9.1×1012

Hydrophilic
(sulfonic
group)

Polymer
composition
and
characteristics
Very
hydrophobic
(fluorinated)

Zeta potential measured using 10 mM NaCl as ionic solution, and presented for pH 7.5
Intrinsic membrane resistance measure with deionized water

b

4.2.2. Lab-scale MBR construction and operation
A lab-scale MBR was constructed and operated under intermittent aeration (30 min
aerobic; 30 min anoxic) (Figure 4.1), to achieve simultaneous carbon and nitrogen
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removal [22] (Appendix B). The dissolved oxygen (DO) was 6 mg/L during the aerobic
phase. The MBR was operated at a solid retention time (SRT) of 15 d and a hydraulic
retention time (HRT) of 12 h. The lab-scale MBR was fed with synthetic wastewater
(Table 4.2) and was inoculated with activated sludge collected from a local wastewater
treatment plant (Al Ruwais district, Jeddah, K.S.A).

Figure 4.1. Schematic of the lab-scale membrane bioreactor (MBR).

The activated sludge was acclimated to the synthetic wastewater for 45 days under
continuous filtration mode using commercial ultrafiltration (UF) hollow-fiber membranes
(Pall) before experiments were initiated with the four different UF hollow-fiber
membranes synthesized in the lab. During the acclimation period, the MBR was
maintained at a constant permeate flux of 10 L/m2.h, which is closely similar to the
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design flux in municipal wastewater treatment [23], with a filtration cycle of 9 min
followed by 1 min relaxation (no filtration).
Table 4.2. Synthetic wastewater influent characteristics (in g/L).
Carbon source
CH3COONa.3H2O
Nutrient source

4.284

MgSO4

0.216

KCl

0.175

NH4Cl

0.236

K2HPO4

0.091

KH2PO4
Trace element solution*

0.035

FeSO4.7H2O

4.99

CuSO4.5H2O

1.579

ZnSO4.7H2O

11

CaCl2.2H2O

7.35

MnCl2.4H2O

5.06

CoCl2.6H2O

1.61

(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O

1.1

EDTA
50
KOH
3.09
*1 ml of trace element solution was added 1 liter of carbon and nutrient source

Four membrane modules corresponding to the four different membranes were
constructed following identical procedure, and 12 hollow-fibers were used to achieve a
total membrane surface area of 56.5 cm2 per module. A membrane cassette that holds the
four modules was inserted in the MBR tank, and the four modules were run in parallel
using the same permeate flux of 10 L/m2.h, with cycles of 9 min filtration followed by 1
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min relaxation. In parallel, a similar membrane cassette that holds identical hollow-fiber
modules were inserted in the MBR tank without permeate production (0 L/m2.h), to
compare the effect of the membrane surface chemistry with the permeate drag force. All
membrane modules (flux and no flux) were run for 1, 10, 20 and 30 d, and membrane
modules were sacrificed completely for membrane autopsy and replaced with virgin
modules after each run. Lastly, 15 mL of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) was
collected from the MBR tank at each sampling event. The TMP for all the membranes
operated at 10 L/m2.h was measured using a pressure transducer (68075-32, Cole-Parmer
Instrument Company), and recorded using a data acquisition system (LabVIEW, National
Instruments) connected to a computer.

4.2.3. EPS extraction
In this study, total EPS solutions refer to the soluble microbial products (SMPs) or
soluble EPS and the non-soluble fraction of the EPS. For each extraction, two fibers (10
cm length each) from the same module were sacrificed, and total EPS were extracted
according to Gonzalez-Gil et al., with minor modifications [24]. Briefly, membrane fibers
were cut into small pieces of 1 cm length and placed in a falcon tube. Then, 15 mL of 0.1
M NaCl (prepared in milliQ water) were added and samples were vortexed at high speed
for 45 min, to achieve complete biofilm detachment. Next, 6 mL of 0.4 M NaOH was
added to the EPS solution, followed by a heating phase at 60oC for 30 min. Finally, the
EPS solutions were centrifuged at 12,000g for 20 min at 4oC, to remove remaining
bacterial cells. The extraction of EPS from hollow-fiber membranes was optimized as
presented in Appendix E.

4.2.4. Analysis of the EPS solution
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4.2.4.1. Liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection
A Shimadzu TOC-Vcsh Analyzer was used to measure the total dissolved organic carbon
(TOC) of EPS solutions, then a liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection
model 8 (LC-OCD) (DOC-LABOR, Germany) [25] equipped with a size exclusion
chromatography was used to separate the EPS fractions according to their molecular
weight. The ChromCALC® software, compatible with the LC-OCD was used to
integrate the resulting peak areas of different EPS fractions and convert them into carbon
concentrations (mg/L) [25]. For each sample, the injection volume was 1000 μL and the
analysis time was 130 min [26].
4.2.4.2. Fluorescence excitation – emission matrices
A Fluoro Max-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific, Japan) was used to measure the
fluorescence excitation - emission matrices (FEEM) of the EPS solutions. EEM matrixes
were collected with excitation and emission wavelengths that ranged from 200 to 600 nm
and from 200 to 400 nm, respectively. The emission integration time was fixed at 1 s and
both excitation and emission bandwidths were adjusted to 5 nm [26], and the EEM
signals were corrected using blank subtraction process [27].
4.2.4.3. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
Membrane dialysis was performed according to [28] to remove remaining salts and
NaOH from the EPS solutions, then the EPS solutions were lyophilized to obtain dried
foulant material, and 100 mg of dried foulant material was mixed with 100 mg of
potassium bromide salt (KBr) and pressed into KBr pellets [28]. Finally, fourier
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transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with an attenuated total reflection (PerkinElmer,
USA) was used to obtain the FTIR spectra of the lyophilized EPS material.
4.2.4.4. Proteins and polysaccharides quantification
Proteins and polysaccharides in the EPS samples were quantified using the Lowry
method [29] with the bovine serum albumin as standards, and the phenol-sulphuric
method [30] with glucose as standards, respectively.

4.2.5. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
Membrane fibers were cut into small pieces of 1 cm length and the biofilms were stained
with SYTO 9 for 30 min in the dark, to visualize the spatial distribution of the bacterial
cells. Then, membrane samples were rinsed with 1× phosphate buffer saline (PBS)
solution to remove excess dye, and were incubated for 30 min in the dark, with a mixture
of Sypro Orange, Con A Alexa and WGA Alexa, to target the total proteins, α-Man
polysaccharides and β- GlcNAc polysaccharides, respectively (Table 4.3). Finally,
membrane fibers were rinsed with 1× PBS to remove excess dye.
Table 4.3. Characteristics of the dyes used to label different EPS components for the
CLSM study.
Label

Targets

SYTO 9

Excitation/E
mission
488/500 nm

Concentration

Bacterial cells

Assigned
color
Blue

Sypro Orange

470/570 nm

Proteins

Green

5.0 µg/mL

Con-A Alexa 633

633/647 nm

α-Man; α-Glu
Polysaccharides

Red

10 µg/mL

WGA Alexa 633

633/647 nm

β-GlcNAc; NeuNAc
Polysaccharides

Yellow

10 µg/mL

2.5 µM
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The membrane samples were then embedded with Jung Tissue Freezing medium.
Then, membrane pieces were finely cut in transverse direction, into 20 μm thick slices
using a Cryostat CM 3050 E (Leica Biosystems), at -20oC. Triplicate slices were
performed for each membrane sample. Cryosection slices were mounted on microscope
glass slides and covered with a cover slip, and examined immediately using LSM710
confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss, Germany). On average, triplicate images were
taken for each sample using a 20 x -magnification lens.

4.2.6. Statistical analysis
Multivariate statistical analysis was used to identify the agglomerative trends of different
membranes with regards to EPS fractions [31]. Non-metric multidimensional scaling
(NMDS) based on Bray-Curtis distances was created to visualize differences in the EPS
samples extracted from the different membrane surfaces. EPS fractions were
characterized using LC-OCD and then normalized and Hellinger transformed as
recommended for Bray-Curtis distances.
A principal component analysis (PCA) biplot was generated to visualize ordination
space distances, between different membrane surfaces and the abundances of EPS
fractions measured by LC-OCD. EPS fractions were normalized and Hellinger
transformed as recommended for Euclidian distance based ordinations such as PCA [32].
All analyses were conducted using RStudio [33] with the package Vegan [34],
respectively.

4.3. Results
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4.3.1. TMP measurements
The TMP was monitored for the four different membranes during the experiment (Figure
4.2). A series of characterization was performed for the virgin membranes before starting
the experiment, as shown in Appendix C. Although all membranes featured similar pore
size (Table 4.1), the TMP of the hydrophobic membranes (POX and PTA) after one day
of filtration became much higher (reached 80 kPa) than the TMP of hydrophilic
membranes (SPTA and SPSU). This could be a consequence of the high hydrophobicity,
which favors the adhesion of hydrophobic solutes, leading to a lower effective
permeation (higher TMP value). In addition, the SPSU membrane exhibited lower TMP
compared with the SPTA membrane (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Transmembrane pressure (TMP) profiles for the four membranes during
filtration (with permeate production).
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The SPSU membrane surface was characterized with the lowest contact angle (higher
hydrophilicity) and most negative charge (-106 mV) (Table 4.1), and displayed the lowest
intrinsic membrane resistance (Rm) measured with deionized water compared with the
remaining three other membranes. Rm values are summarized in the following order:
POX (17×1012 m-1) > PTA (16.5×1012 m-1) > SPTA (12.2×1012 m-1) > SPSU (9.1×1012 m1

), which correlate well with the membrane’s surface relative hydrophobicity (Table 4.1).

The TMP was quickly established (after 2 hr for hydrophilic and 5 hr for hydrophobic
membranes), and the stabilized TMP values can be summarized in the following series:
POX≈PTA>>SPTA>SPSU, which clearly correlate with the contact angle measurements
of the four membranes: POX (96.4o) > PTA (85.2 o) > SPTA (65.4 o) > SPSU (54.5 o)
(Table 4.1).

4.3.2. Characterisation of the initial fouling layer
The initial fouling layer that developed on the membrane surfaces after 1 day of filtration
was analyzed using FTIR for the membranes operated with permeate flux (Figure 4.3).
The results revealed that all membranes accumulated an identical fingerprint profile,
composed mainly of protein-like substances. Peaks related to amide (1640 cm-1, 1560 cm1

, and 1414 cm-1) were detected on the surfaces of the four different membranes (Figure

4.3), and contributed along with other accumulated organics to masking the specific
functional groups of the virgin membrane surfaces (Appendix C). Similar results were
observed with the membranes operated without flux (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic analysis of the foulant
material extracted from the four different membrane surfaces during early stages of
filtration, operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate production (1 day).

Figure 4.4. FTIR spectroscopic analysis of the foulant material extracted from the four
different membrane surfaces inserted in the membrane tank, without permeate flux after 1
day of MBR operation.
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In addition, the proteins and polysaccharides concentrations in the EPS samples were
quantified using standard colorimetric methods, and results showed that proteins were
more abundant than polysaccharides at day 1 for the four membranes operated with 10
L/m2.h (Figure 4.5 - A), suggesting that the initial conditioning fouling layer was
composed predominantly of proteins. The SPSU membrane accumulated significantly
lower amounts of organic foulants (p < 0.05), compared to the remaining three other
membranes (Figure 4.5 - B).

Figure 4.5. Concentrations of proteins and polysaccharides in the extracellular polymeric
substances (EPS) samples extracted from the four membrane surfaces on day 1 and 30,
and quantified using colorimetric methods (Lowry et al., 1951; Dubois et al., 1956) (A);
and TOC concentrations (mg/cm2) accumulated on the four different membranes operated
in continuous mode for 1 and 30 days (B).
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4.3.3 Temporal changes in fouling characteristics
4.3.3.1. LC-OCD
The LC-OCD chromatograms of the four membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate
flux evolved similarly with time (Figure 4.6), and the difference in accumulation of
organic foulants in the four membranes was not large, but it can be seen for instance that
in days 1 and 10 the accumulation of neutral biopolymers, humic substances and other
medium molecular weight building blocks was lower in SPSU membranes compared to
the other membranes (POX, PTA and SPTA) (Figure 4.7), which might explain the lower
TMP values for SPSU.

Figure 4.6. Evolution of the relative abundance of different organic fractions extracted
from the surfaces of four different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate flux,
and analyzed using LC-OCD over a 30 d MBR operation. The black arrows correspond
to the chronological order of the membrane sample collection.
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Figure 4.7. Temporal dynamics of organic foulants extracted from the surfaces of four
different membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate flux, and analyzed using liquid
chromatography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD). The black arrows correspond
to the chronological order of the membrane sample collection.

Finally, the amount of humic substances that accumulated on the membranes almost
doubled between day 20 and 30 for all the membranes, and when comparing the four
membranes at the final stage of filtration, PTA and SPTA membranes slightly
accumulated more humics than POX and SPSU respectively (Figure 4.5. - A and B). The
membranes operated without permeate flux behaved similarly.
NMDS analysis showed that EPS samples clustered together according to the day of
sampling, regardless of the membrane surface characteristic (hydrophobic or
hydrophilic), and no clear differences were observed between membranes that undergo
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filtration and no filtration (Figure 4.8). In addition, samples from days 1 and 10 were
more distant from each other, while samples from days 20 and 30 clustered closely
together. It should be noted that on days 20 and 30 the EPS samples from the mixed
liquor were distant from the EPS samples extracted from the four membranes.

Figure 4.8. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) results of the EPS solutions
extracted from four different membranes with (10 L/m2.h) and without permeate
production (0 L/m2.h). The red circles correspond to the EPS samples that clustered
together based on their percent similarity.
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A biplot was generated based on the LC-OCD data with the different samples
represented by blue circles (day 1) and red circles (day 30) and the gray arrows
correspond to the variables (i.e. the different EPS components) (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Biplot of the EPS solution, extracted from the different membrane surfaces.
Blue circles and red circles correspond to samples from day 1 and day 30, respectively.
The gray arrows point towards different EPS fractions, and PC1 (component 1) and PC2
(component 2) explain 77.4% and 19.5% of the variance between samples, respectively.

The EPS samples extracted from the membrane surfaces (combining flux and no flux
data) at day 1 occupied the two left quadrants (blue circles), while the majority of the
samples extracted from day 30 were located in the two right quadrants (red circles)
(Figure 4.9). The EPS structure shifted from proteins-like substances, low molecular
weight acids and building blocs after day 1 of filtration, towards polysaccharides-like
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substances, humics and low molecular weight neutrals after 30 days of filtration (Figure
4.9). In addition, the proteins and polysaccharides quantification showed that, the protein
production continued to increase in the EPS samples (Figure 4.5), however the
polysaccharides fraction became more abundant after 30 days of filtration.
4.3.3.2. FEEM
The excitation and emission profiles were measured for the EPS samples of the different
membranes operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate flux using a spectrofluorometer, and their
dynamics was monitored over time (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10. Evolution of 3D Fluorescence Excitation Emission (FEEM) diagrams for
four different membranes operated with permeate production for 1, 10, 20 and 30 days.
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The EPS from the four membranes evolved similarly in composition and exhibited a
reproducible pattern. Initially at day 1, low intensity peaks related to aromatic proteins
were detected in regions I and II, and peaks related to fulvic acid-like material were
detected in region III on all membrane surfaces, with SPTA membrane displaying the
highest signal. High intensity peaks corresponding to humic acid-like material were
detected in region V for all membranes samples at day 30 (Figure 4.10) [27]. Even
though the intensities of the detected peaks corresponding to various organics were
different, the same signals were identified on all the membranes. This could suggest that
following the development of a biofouling layer on the membranes, the hydrophobic or
hydrophilic membrane surface loses its characteristic, and the different membranes
accumulated identical EPS fractions.

4.3.4. Visualization of the biofilm architecture
The buildup of the protein and polysaccharide fractions of the EPS on the four different
membrane surfaces operated with 10 L/m2.h permeate flux was monitored with CLSM
imaging (Figure 4.11). Imaging results confirmed LC-OCD and FEEM results, where the
four different membranes behaved similarly (Figure 4.11). Also, the conditioning layer
after day 1 was composed mainly of proteins, which shifted towards polysaccharides-like
substances after 30 days of continuous filtration. In addition, the thickness of the
biofouling layer that developed on the four membranes continued to increase with time;
whereas initially a thin layer covered the membranes at day 1, and at the end of the
experiment, a thick and uniform biofouling layer was formed (100 µm) (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images showing the evolution
of different EPS fractions accumulated on the four membrane surfaces. Total cells,
proteins and α- and β-Polysaccharides were stained with their corresponding dyes (Table
4.3). The scale bar length corresponds to 50 µm.

4.4 Discussion
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4.4.1. Effect of surface hydrophilicity and charge on biofouling
In this study, we measured the contact angle for the four ultrafiltration membranes as an
estimate of hydrophilicity (Table 4.1). Despite the fact that contact angle measurement
remains an approximate test method to determine surface hydrophilicity [35], results
showed differences among the four tested membranes, with SPSU membrane having the
lowest contact angle value (54.5o) and the highest hydrophilicity. Highly hydrophobic
POX and PTA hollow-fiber membranes distinguished themselves from hydrophilic SPTA
and SPSU membranes as far as TMP is concerned. Hydrophobic membranes had higher
TMP values than hydrophilic ones throughout the experiment.
The influence of hydrophilicity and surface chemistry on biofouling has been
demonstrated by many research groups, justifying for instance with the fact that a layer of
absorbed water molecules on hydrophilic surfaces, reduces the adhesion of foulants on
membrane surfaces [36]. However, fouling behavior in long-term filtration of membranes
in MBRs, as reported in this work, are much less dependent on hydrophilicity. This
supports previous observations by other groups [11] who coated UF and NF membranes
and feed spacers with polydopamine to increase their hydrophilic surface character, and
their fouling tendency were tested under continuous filtration mode during 10 days [11].
Their results also showed that biofilm developed on the modified membranes
independently of the hydrophilic surface character. In this study, the hydrophilic SPSU
membranes accumulated lower amounts of EPS compared with other more hydrophobic
membranes (Figure 4.10) potentially due to the highly negative surface charge (Table
4.1). The influence of the surface zeta potential on interactions with foulants particles for
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other membrane surfaces has been reported by Zhang et al. as being even more important
than hydrophilicity [37]. Similarly, Qu et al. showed that membrane’s negative surface
charge increased the electrostatic repulsion with the organic matter and reduced their
adherence on membrane surfaces [38]. Therefore, designing membranes with high zeta
potential could alleviate membrane fouling in MBRs, but the long-term effectiveness of
high zeta potential membrane surfaces in reducing biofouling still requires further
investigations.

4.4.2. Dynamics of the EPS deposition on different membrane surfaces
Studying the temporal dynamics of EPS and how their components evolve with time
when the biofilm matures according to different membrane surfaces could be essential to
establish a better understanding of the membrane biofouling phenomenon in submerged
MBRs, especially that these studies are still lacking in MBRs compared with RO and NF
membrane systems [39, 40, 41]. The development of the fouling layer on RO membranes
was investigated in a bench-scale RO system over two weeks [41], and their results
showed that carbohydrate materials increased with time after 14 d, but the amounts of
proteins remained stable. Dreszer et al found during 4 d biofilm development studies that
the biofilm contained more proteins than polysaccharides [40], which was in agreement
with our findings following similar short membrane operation time. The evolution of
microbial communities and their EPS products on NF membranes were monitored over
24 d, and findings revealed that the accumulation of EPS on NF membranes was initiated
by polysaccharides (after 8 hours), and contributed to permeate flux decline [39].
All the aforementioned studies used colorimetric and/or microscopic techniques to
characterize EPS that developed on the membrane surface. Conventional colorimetric
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analytical tests, such as Lowry [29] and Dubois [30] are applied to quantify proteins and
polysaccharides fractions in the MBR fouling layer, respectively. However, these
colorimetric tests remain non-exclusive since nitrate or nitrites can potentially affect the
Dubois results, and since the Lowry test can respond to humic substances [42]. Instead,
several other chemical analytical techniques such as LC-OCD, FEEM and FTIR are
currently being used to characterize EPS on membrane surfaces [7, 43]. LC-OCD is
based on size exclusion chromatography and is applied to characterize biopolymers
(proteins and carbohydrates), humics and low molecular weight molecules (acids and
neutrals) in MBR fouling layer, membrane permeate and sludge supernatant [43]. On the
other hand, FEEM allows detection of aromatic proteins, humic acid-like substances,
fulvic acid-like substances and SMP [27, 44]. FTIR allows detecting the functional
groups of membrane foulants, such as polysaccharides, proteins, amino acids and humiclike substances [43].
In the current study, conventional colorimetric tests (Lowry and Dubois), LC-OCD,
FEEM, FTIR, and CLSM were applied to monitor the temporal dynamics of EPS on four
different membranes. The initial fouling layer was predominantly composed of proteins
based on the Lowry method (Figure 4.5) and CLSM images (Figure 4.11). At later stages
polysaccharides became dominant based on Dubois method (Figure 4.5) and CLMS
(Figure 4.11). FTIR results showed a very low peak at 1070 cm-1 corresponding to sugars
at day 1 (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4), and that confirmed the low concentration of
polysaccharides obtained using colorimetric methods. On the other hand, LC-OCD
analysis showed low molecular weight neutrals were dominant at day 1 and their relative
abundance decreased with time with the concomitant increase in the relative abundance
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of humic substances and biopolymers (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9). FEEM diagrams at day
30 showed the dominance of humic substances (Figure 4.10) and are in coherence with
the results obtained by LC-OCD. It is clear from these results that a combination of
complementary analytical tools is required to get a better insight on the composition and
type of foulants selected on membrane surfaces.
Irrespective of the analytical technique used to characterize foulants, the same organic
foulants were observed on the surfaces of the four different membranes regardless of
membrane surface characteristic (Figure 4.3; Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.10) or mode of
operation (10 vs. 0 L/m2.h). Also, the same temporal dynamics in EPS composition was
observed on the four different membranes (Figure 4.8). The only remarkable difference
between the four membranes was the TOC concentration (Figure 4.5 - B). The amount of
foulants that amassed on the SPSU membrane at the initial (day 1) and final stages of
filtration (day 30), were significantly lower than the three other membranes (Figure 4.5 B), possibly due to the very high negatively charged membrane surface (Table 4.1).
Collectively, these results suggest that other parameters such as biofilm thickness,
porosity, compactness and structure should be considered in future studies for evaluating
membrane performance and effectiveness of membrane surface modifications. For
example, recent studies showed that membrane operational conditions such as the
imposed permeate flux caused variations in the compactness, morphology and thickness
of the biofilm on the membrane, which lead to losses in the membrane system’s
performance and an increase in the TMP [45, 46].
Despite the fact that membrane surface chemistry might contribute to selecting the
conditioning fouling layer during early stages of filtration, this fouling selection becomes
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of reduced importance since the membrane loses its intrinsic affinity following the
accumulation and development of a mature fouling layer. The results presented in this
study suggest that the conditioning fouling layer might have developed quickly on the
membrane surface and masked its intrinsic characteristic after one day of filtration, where
the four membranes showed similar composition of EPS. Therefore, studies on
membrane surface modifications should be performed under MBR mode for extended
durations, to evaluate their effectiveness in reducing or delaying MBR fouling and
membrane performance.
A recent study investigated the effect of organic nutrient load on biofouling of spiral
wound nanofiltration, reverse osmosis and forward osmosis membrane systems [47].
Their results showed that the organic nutrient load dictated the accumulation of biomass
on membrane surfaces and feed spacers, and the impact of accumulated biomass on
membrane performance was reduced when adopting lower crossflow velocity combined
with a modified geometry feed spacer [47]. Future studies that focus on controlling
membrane biofouling should include strategies to reduce the impact of accumulated
biofilm on membrane performance and potentially applying advanced cleaning strategies
[48, 49, 50] that are simple and cost-effective, to reduce the overall membrane operating
costs. For such studies, a suite of tools for non-destructive in-situ analysis of fouling is
available, such as optical coherence tomography [45, 46, 52, 51] and nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging [53, 54, 55].

4.4.3. Effect of permeate production on membrane biofouling
Operating membranes systems at sub-critical permeate flux values has been considered as
an alternative approach to reduce membrane biofouling, and several studies confirmed
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that biofilm formation occurs even at low permeate flux. Despite operating the MBR at
sub-critical flux values defined between 30 and 40 L/m2.h, membrane fouling occurred
progressively and contributed to the gradual increase in transmembrane pressure [56].
Similar results were observed in an MBR operated at much lower flux ranging between
10 and 18 L/m2.h, and concluded that membrane fouling in an MBR is unavoidable even
at low flux rates, yet it changes considerably when the critical flux is reached [57].
Likewise, the imposed permeate flux (10 L/m2.h) did not affect the pressure drop increase
in NF or RO membranes; neither did it impact the membrane biofouling rate,
consequently the critical flux concept was not applicable [58, 59].
Despite the very low flux of 10 L/m2.h, membrane biofouling was unavoidable, and
the accumulation of microorganisms and their EPS products increased with time, on the
surfaces of the four hollow-fiber membranes (Figure 4.11). EPS attachment onto the four
different membranes occurred under passive adsorption (i.e. no flux) and active (i.e.
filtration mode) conditions, as described previously [60]. The rate of passive bacterial
adsorption on the membrane surface is expected to be different from those obtained
during filtration. During initial membrane contact with the mixed liquor components
(filtration or not), SMP interact with the membrane surface on which specific foulants
adsorb depending on its hydrophobicity. Once the membrane is covered, additional SMP
and EPS products interact with the organic-covered membrane and its intrinsic
characteristics do not affect the fouling rate any further. Recently, hydrophilic fractions
of natural organic matter composed of biopolymers (proteins and polysaccharides),
resulted into irreversible fouling of different membranes after only 13 h of filtration [61].
Our results showed that identical relative abundances of EPS fractions accumulated on
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the four different membranes using LC-OCD analysis (Figure 4.7), and similar
accumulation of EPS fractions occurred on the membranes without flux (0 L/m2.h).
However, subsequent biofouling steps that include attachment of pioneer microorganisms
and their growth into a mature biofilm happened eventually on the four membranes under
flux and no flux conditions. Studying these modified membranes under sub-critical flux
was not the main objective of this work, yet biofilm formation happened on all the
membranes, regardless of the chemical characteristics of the membrane surface or the
imposed permeate flux.

4.5. Conclusion
This is the first study that adopted several analytical tools to characterize the temporal
dynamics of EPS, on four polymeric ultrafiltration membranes differing in hydrophobic
and hydrophilic character, tested in parallel in the same membrane bioreactor tank.
The main outcomes can be summarized as follows:
(1) The intrinsic membrane characteristics does not seem to impact long term membrane
fouling, yet it might contribute to the initial transmembrane pressure value that was
established within couple of hours after filtration.
(2) Despite clear differences in the transmembrane pressure measurements, the different
surface characteristics of the membranes did not affect the selection of specific
foulants at the initial stages of filtration (day 1).
(3) Hydrophilic sulfonated polysulfone membrane accumulated the lowest amounts of
foulants and developed the lowest transmembrane pressure compared with the other
four membranes, potentially due to the high negative surface charge.
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(4) The same temporal changes in EPS were observed on the surfaces of all the
membranes tested.
(5) The combination of analytical tools provided a comprehensive analysis of the
accumulated foulants selected on membrane surfaces in the lab-scale MBR.
A potential alternative explanation for the impact of accumulated biomass on
transmembrane pressure was discussed, involving the thickness, biofilm compactness
(density) and spatial structure including in-situ non-destructive methods for
characterization such as optical coherence tomography and NMR.
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5.1. General conclusions
Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) offer alternative and promising solutions for wastewater
treatment and reuse, as a potential strategy to address water scarcity issues. Besides
screening blockage and membrane pore clogging, membrane fouling, especially
biofouling, remains a burden for MBR treatment installations and plants operators. This
phenomenon is unavoidable since it involves direct interactions between complex
microbial communities and membrane surfaces.
The imposed operating conditions in MBRs (i.e. sludge retention time, aeration
intensity, permeate flux, wastewater type, nutrient load) directly affect the composition of
microbial communities in the mixed liquor, which ultimately affect the rate of membrane
biofouling. In chapter 2, a study was conducted on five full-scale MBR treatment plants
equipped with the same type of membrane modules and treating different domestic
wastewater. The microbial communities responsible for early and mature membrane
biofouling were characterized, and samples from the mixed liquor were collected in
parallel. Our results showed that the sessile (membrane biofilm) and planktonic (mixed
liquor) bacterial communities were distinct from each. These results are in agreement
with previous findings in other studies conducted on lab-scale MBR systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The microbial communities from each MBR plant (mixed liquor biomass,
early and mature biofilm) clustered separately, possibly due to differences in the
operating conditions (i.e. SRT, HRT) that affected the microbial source community.
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Pyrosequencing results revealed that Proteobacteria was the dominant phylum in the five
MBR plants, while phylum Bacteroidetes were highly abundant in only two MBR plants
and Chloroflexi was found in high abundance in only one MBR plant. Statistical analysis
confirmed that both early and mature biofouling communities differed significantly from
random assemblages from the mixed liquor (P < 0.001 for each MBR) [4, 9, 10],
indicating that biofouling communities were unlikely to immigrate randomly from the
suspended community, and they did not reflect the community in the mixed liquor. It
seems that local conditions on the membrane surface selected for specific biofouling
species from the source community. According to the results obtained from the full-scale
study in chapter 2, investigating the effect of membrane surface properties on the
composition of biofouling communities was suggested.
In chapter 3, a lab-scale MBR treating synthetic wastewater was used to determine
the fouling propensity of hollow-fiber membranes having different surface chemistry,
during 30 d filtration experiments. Similarly to the full-scale results, the membrane
biofouling and the mixed liquor communities were distinct. These results were in
accordance with previous results conducted on lab-scale MBRs, which found that sessile
and planktonic communities were distinct [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10]. Biofouling communities
were characterized on hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes, tested in parallel with
and without permeate flux in the same MBR tank. Our results showed that the permeate
drag force did not affect the composition of biofouling communities, and the microbial
communities that adsorbed passively (without flux) and actively (with 10 L/m2.h
permeate flux) were identical. Despite differences in membrane surface chemistry, the
hydrophobic or hydrophilic membrane character did not select any specific early bacterial
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colonizers at the initial stages of filtration. Pyrosequencing results showed that
Betaproteobacteria were the most abundant class within the phylum Proteobacteria on
the five different membranes at days 1, and the relative abundance of Firmicutes
increased in the biofouling communities at days 20 and 30, possibly due to successional
steps that lead to the formation of a mature biofilm. Specific conditions on the membrane
surfaces could have recruited the early colonizers from the mixed liquor, which evolved
afterwards to form an identical mature biofilm regardless of the membrane surface (i.e.
hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity). Biofilm formation on membrane surfaces could have
been the result of a natural biofilm formation, initial early colonizers and subsequent
development into a mature biofilm. In addition, the hydrophobic/hydrophilic membrane
character did not select any specific early bacterial colonizers at the initial stages of
filtration, and identical temporal dynamics in the communities were observed on the five
different membranes. Pyrosequencing results showed that Betaproteobacteria were the
most abundant class within the Proteobacteria phyla on the five different membranes at
days 1 and 10, and Bacteroidetes increased in abundance after 10 d of membrane
filtration. The relative abundance of Firmicutes increased in the biofouling communities
at days 20 and 30, potentially due to successional steps that lead to the formation of a
mature biofilm. It is possible that early colonizers attached passively on the different
membrane surfaces from the mixed liquor, and they evolved afterwards to form an
identical mature biofilm regardless of the membrane surface properties [2, 11, 12].
Several past research studies on MBR biofouling have concluded that extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) are primarily responsible for membrane pore clogging, cake
layer formation and loss in membranes’ permeability. However, very few studies have
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examined the effect of modified membrane surfaces in selecting different EPS fractions
and how these different EPS fractions change in composition with time. In chapter 4 we
investigated this knowledge gap by testing four different hydrophobic and hydrophilic
hollow-fiber membranes, with and without permeate flux, for 30 d of continuous
filtration in a lab-scale MBR treating synthetic wastewater. Several chemical analytical
tools were used to characterize the composition of EPS at different stages of filtration (1,
10, 20 and 30 d). Our results showed that the same temporal changes in EPS composition
were observed on the surfaces of the four different membranes. The results observed in
chapter 3 (microbial communities) and chapter 4 (EPS foulants) followed a similar trend:
i) different membrane surface chemistry did not select any specific early bacterial
colonizers or EPS fractions after 1 d of filtration, and ii) identical temporal dynamics
were observed regardless of membrane surface properties. The intrinsic membrane
characteristics might have affected the initial transmembrane pressure (TMP) value that
was established within couple of hours of filtration, but did not seem to impact the longterm membrane fouling propensity [13, 14]. When comparing the four different lab-made
membranes, hydrophilic sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) had the most negatively charged
surface, accumulated the smallest amounts of foulants and exhibited the lowest TMP
value after 30 d of filtration. The aforementioned results suggest that membrane surface
does not affect the composition of EPS. Therefore, we propose to thoroughly investigate
the thickness, compactness (density) and spatial architecture of biofilms by using in-situ
non-destructive methods for biofilm characterization, such as optical coherence
tomography (OCT) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). A graphical
schematic that summarizes the complex interactions between biological parameters,
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membrane biofilm attachment and growth, and membrane performance is proposed in
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Inter-relation between membrane biofouling in MBRs and the studied
parameters that could affect the rate of this phenomenon.

5.2. Proposed approaches for future studies on MBR biofouling
The following approaches could be considered in future studies on MBR biofouling:
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While investigating the identity of the biofouling microbial communities is crucial,
focusing on the function of the microbial communities remains essential, which can
be achieved using state-of-the-art metagenomics and metatranscriptomics. These
tools can help answering important questions in the filed of Microbial Ecology, such
as “who’s doing what?” Consequently, it could be possible to detect if these
microorganisms contribute to membrane biofouling by producing specific soluble
microbial products or extracellular microbial products that will clog the membrane
pores. In addition, it would possible to distinguish whether these microbial
communities attach passively on the membrane surfaces without the effect of the
permeate flux, through the regulation of specific genes responsible for bacterial
attachment.



Recently, the use of Quorum Quenching (QQ) bacteria entrapped in capsules that
produce Quorum Sensing molecules has been acknowledged as a promising tool to
control membrane biofouling in MBRs. This approach has been intensively studied in
lab-scale systems and it still needs further investigations in full-scale MBRs. Since
the characteristics of the wastewater influent affect directly the composition of the
microbial communities in the MBR tank and the performance of the MBR system, it
would be essential to perform extended studies using QQ bacteria in full-scale MBR
treatment plants using real wastewater, to examine the long-term effectiveness of
these QQ bacteria in reducing or delaying the occurrence of membrane biofouling.



Membrane surface modification has gained broad interests as a solution to control
fouling and to improve system performance, especially including reverse osmosis,
nanofiltration and ultrafiltration membranes. Notwithstanding the significance of
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surface modification on the initial biofouling steps during early stages of filtration,
the modified surface becomes secondary once the conditioning layer covers the
membrane. Consequently, the membranes’ surface characteristics are expected to lose
their significance following the development of a mature fouling layer after extended
filtration events. Therefore, it would be important to test the fouling propensity of
modified membranes during extended durations, to evaluate their effectiveness in
reducing or delaying MBR fouling.


For reverse osmosis membranes, the measurement of silt density index (SDI) has
been universally recognized in desalination applications as a parameter that can
predict the fouling propensity of reverse osmosis feed water. In MBRs, the Delft
Filtration Characterisation method (DFCm) has been normalized to assess the
filterability of the MBR sludge. Alternatively, the critical-flux approach could
determine a sustainable permeate flux below which the membrane fouling rate could
remain relatively low. A combination of both approaches could enhance the
performance of MBR systems in terms of delaying or reducing the occurrence of
membrane biofouling



Furthermore, a unified methodology that uses state-of-the-art analytical equipment’s
to characterize the foulants on membrane surface should be considered. While
colorimetric tests such as Dubois and Lowry methods are important to quantify the
polysaccharides and proteins fractions in the EPS fouling layer, other approaches
should be considered to analyze different EPS fractions. Alternative analytical
instruments could thoroughly identify different components of polysaccharides and
proteins, such as solid-state

13

C NMR spectroscopy, elemental analysis with
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inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and pyrolysis
gas-chromatography mass spectroscopy (Pyro GC-MS).


In the past decades, multiple approaches have been proposed to mitigate the
occurrence of membrane biofouling, including membrane surface modification,
addition of chemicals to increase the flocs sizes, periodic membrane backwashing,
operating the system at sub-critical flux, and application of quorum quenching
bacteria. These aforementioned approaches concluded their work following short
filtration experiments, which does not necessarily predict the long-term membrane’s
performance. An integrated strategy to reduce or delay biofouling in MBRs should
combine membrane cleaning and backwashing, increasing the membrane’s surface
hydrophilicity, and optimizing MBR operating conditions.
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Appendix A - Effect of rinsing on the structure and composition of biofouling
communities in MBRs.
Several researchers investigated the prerequisite of rinsing the biofilm on the membrane
with 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution, prior to DNA extraction to
differentiate between the loosely attached bacteria and the biofilm forming species. The
objectives of this optimization study were to i) identify the rinsing frequency required to
achieve a plateau in cell counts and ii) to investigate the effect of rinsing on the
biofouling community structure and composition. Five different membranes were tested
in the same MBR tank and membrane fibers were scarified after 24 h. Prior to DNA
extraction, membrane samples were rinsed by consequently dipping the fiber in a falcon
tube that contains 1X PBS solution. These solutions that contain the detached microbial
communities were used to measure the number of cells using an Accuri C6 flow
cytometer equipped with a 50 mW laser. Each measurement was repeated in triplicates.
Figure A.1. shows a decrease in the average cell count per membrane fiber, following
each repetitive rinsing frequency. All membrane samples reached a plateau in cell counts
after three times membrane rinsing with 1X PBS solution (Figure A.1.).
Consequently, the effect of rinsing frequency on the microbial community structure
was investigated. A new batch of membrane modules was prepared and modules were
run for 24 h before removing them from the MBR tank. The sacrificed membrane
samples were separated into two categories: triplicate fibers were rinsed three times with
1X PBS (rinsing) prior to DNA extraction, and triplicate samples were kept without
rinsing and DNA was extracted immediately after sample collection (no rinsing).
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Figure A.1. Average cell count per rinsing for the five different hollow-fiber membranes.

Figure A.2. revealed similar composition of the biofouling communities for the
different membrane categories (with and without rinsing), and Epsilonproteobacteria
dominated the biofouling communities, followed by Gammaproteobacteria and
Betaproteobacteria.
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Figure A.2. Classification at the class level of the microbial communities extracted from
membrane samples, with and without rinsing.
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Appendix B - Lab-scale MBR routine measurements, COD and Nutrients removal.
The lab-scale MBR was designed and operated for simultaneous COD and nutrients
removal, and was inoculated with real sludge collected from the return activated sludge
basin from a local wastewater treatment plant in Jeddah - KSA. The MBR was run for
sludge acclimatization for 45 d and fed with synthetic wastewater. The concentrations of
mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and mixed liquor volatiles suspended solids
(MLVSS) were monitored continuously and reached 3743.5±311.5 mg/L and 3106±291
mg/L, respectively (Figure B.1.).

Figure B.1. Mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and mixed liquor volatiles suspended
solids (MLVSS) concentrations measured during acclimatization and experimental phase.
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Likewise, daily measurements were conducted during aerobic and anoxic phases to
monitor the dissolved oxygen concentration, pH and conductivity (Figure B.2). On
average, the pH was 7.8±0.2 and 7.67±0.19, while the conductivity in the mixed liquor
was 3.08±0.4 mS and 3.1±0.4 mS during aerobic and anoxic phases, respectively. The
concentration of dissolved oxygen was 8.6±0.1 mg/L during the aerobic phase.

Figure B.2. Dissolved oxygen (mg/L), pH and conductivity (mS) measurements from the
lab-scale MBR.

The reactor was fed with synthetic wastewater to simulate domestic wastewater with
concentrations of 404±8.6 mg/L COD and 46±1.5 mg/L Ammonium, and the removal of
COD and Ammonia were 91.931±2.8 % and 85.85±6.2 %, respectively
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Appendix C - Characterization of the hollow-fiber membranes.
The five clean hollow-fiber membranes were characterized by measuring FTIR (Figure
C.1.), nominal pore size (Figure C.2.), zeta potential (Figure C.3.) and contact angle.

Figure C.1. Fourier transform infrared measurements of the five clean membranes.
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Figure C.2. Nominal pore size distribution for the four lab-made membranes.

Figure C.3. Zeta potential measurements of the five clean membranes.
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Appendix D - Pyrosequencing results of RNA samples
Both DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously from the membranes and mixed
liquor samples using the MOBio PowerBiofilm RNA Isolation kit (MO BIO
Laboratories, inc., Carlsbad, CA) with minor modifications. Consequently, the DNA was
separated from the RNA using the ALLPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA,
USA). By targeting the RNA, it is possible to get insights on the active community and
their function.

Figure D.1. Principal component analysis (PCoA) based on Unweigted Unifrac distance
for the RNA samples extracted from the five different membranes operated with and
without a permeate flux.
Preliminary sequencing results showed that the active microbial populations obtained
through the analysis of RNA sequences demonstrated similar pattern to the DNA-derived
populations. Figure D.1. shows the principal component analysis (PCoA) based on
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unweighted unifrac distance of the RNA samples that clustered together according to the
sampling day. RNA samples from days 1 and 10 clustered separately into two different
groups while all samples from days 20 and 30 grouped together into one major cluster. In
addition, the mixed liquor (MLSS) samples clustered separately from the membrane
biofilm samples.
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Appendix E - Optimization of different approaches for EPS extraction from hollow
fiber membranes.
Three different approaches to extract EPS from membrane surfaces were compared to
optimize the best quantity and quality of EPS products. These approaches were adapted
from Gonzalez-Gil et al., with minor modifications (Gonzalez-Gil et al., 2015). The
membranes were immersed without filtration in an MBR tank for 24 h before starting the
extraction protocols. The first three steps were identical and the major difference was at
the 4th step. Briefly, 1) 10 cm of hollow-fiber membranes were cut into pieces and placed
in 50 mL falcon tubes, 2) and 10 mL of 0.1 M NaCl were added to the membrane pieces.
3) Samples were subjected to vortexing for 45 min at full speed, to remove the EPS
fractions within the biofilm from the membrane surface.
Figure E.1. shows the three different approaches and the corresponding EEM results
of the EPS solutions. 5) A final extraction step consists of centrifugation the EPS solution
at 12000g for 20 min at 4oC, to remove most of the remaining cells. According to the
results presented above, approach C was adopted for the actual experiments.
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Figure E.1. Different approaches for EPS extraction and corresponding EEM results.
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Appendix F - Scanning electron micrographs and confocal laser scanning
microscopy of biofilm samples on membrane surfaces.
Membrane biofilm sections were fixed according to Katuri et al., (2012) and visualized
using Quanta 600 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Random membrane samples
from different sampling events are presented here.

Attachment of early colonizers and their EPS products after 1 d filtration
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Micro-channels formation within the biofilm on membrane surfaces after 20 d filtration

Dense biofilm covering completely the membrane surfaces after 30 d of filtration
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Confocal laser scanning microscope images of the cryosectionned fibers collected from
the commercial membrane modules
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Appendix G - Different lab-scale reactors designs and construction.
Two different lab-scale MBRs were designed and constructed in the Water Desalination
and Reuse Center (WDRC) to complete our research objectives. The first reactor was
characterized with the ability to run 12 hollow-fiber membrane modules simultaneously.
This reactor was used to complete the optimization work discussed in Appendix A.
Figure G.1. shows the upper, frontal and side faces of the reactor, which accumulated
biomass in the bottom corners. Therefore, a modified design was proposed to solve this
biomass settlement problem.

Figure G.1. Initial lab-scale MBR design.
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The second lab-scale MBR presented in Figure G.2. solved the problem of biomass
settlement, by adding slopes on both lateral sides. This reactor was used to complete all
the lab-scale studies (chapters 3 and 4), and it can hold up to four membrane cassettes
each of which can hold 6 different hollow-fiber membrane modules (total of 24
membrane modules).

Figure G.2. Final design of the lab-scale MBR.
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Figure G.3. Constructed lab-scale MBR in the Water Desalination and Reuse Center

Figure G.4. Membrane cassette holding virgin (A) and biofouled membranes (B).

